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ABSTRACT 

While parallel programming is needed to solve large-scale scientific applications, 

it is more difficult than sequential programming. Programming parallel machines 

requires specifying what can execute concurrently, when axid how processes commu

nicate, and how data is placed in the memories of the processors. The challenge is 

to address these issues simply, portably, and efficiently. 

This dissertation presents the Filaments package, which provides fine-grain par

allelism and a shared-memory programming model and makes extensive use of run

time decisions. Fine-grain parallelism and a shared-memory programming model 

simplify parallel programs by allowing the programmer or compiler to concentrate 

on the application and not the architecture of the target machine. This dissertation 

shows that this simpler programming model can be implemented with low overhead. 

Determining the best data placement at run time frees the programmer or compiler 

from this task and allows the placement to adapt to the particular application. 

The dissertation discusses the implementation of Adapt, a run-time data placement 

system, and compare its performance to static placements on three classes of appli

cations. The performance of programs using Adapt is better than those using static 

data placements on adaptive applications such as particle simulation. 



CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Since the introduction of computers, the challenge has been to run more com

plicated programs in a smaller amount of time. This is especially true for compu

tational scientists, who want to execute large-scale scientific applications with as 

much accuracy and in as little time as possible. These applications include weather 

prediction, seismic migration, molecular dynamics, and circuit simulation. 

Computational scientists have benefited greatly from increases in processor speed. 

Because they develop numerical programs that approximate exact solutions, they 

need the highest degree of accuracy possible. This corresponds to increasing the 

problem size. With the incredible improvement in uniprocessors (e.g., by a factor of 

more than 10 in the last 7 years), scientists have been able to run larger and larger 

problems. 

Unfortunately, the end is in sight. Electronic signals can travel only as fast as 

the speed of light and computer chips can only become so small, so it is believed that 

the fastest sequential computers (uniprocessors) are bounded by a clock speed of 1 

nanosecond (10~® seconds). Given a specific clock speed, a machine can be made 

faster by using special hardware (such as very large caches, deeper pipelines, multiple 

instruction issues per cycle, and multithreading), but this makes the hardwcire more 

complicated and expensive. In any case, the performance of uniprocessors is limited. 

This means that certain applications that need a very high degree of accuracy, such 

as weather prediction, cannot be solved accurately on uniprocessors. A program 

that talces two days to predict tomorrow's weather is not of much use. 

13 
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1.1 Parallel Machines 

To overcome the limitations of uniprocessors, computational scientists now use par

allel computers, which have multiple processors. The processors cooperate to solve 

problems, which allows performance to scale with the number of processors in the 

machine. 

Parallel computers can be broadly divided into two classes, those with shared 

memory and those with distributed memory. Multiprocessors (shared memory ma

chines) allow several processors to access a global main memory over a common 

bus. Ideally, the cost of accessing a memory element is independent of its location. 

Multiprocessors allow programmers to write parallel programs where each processor 

can access any memory location, which is the simplest extension from sequential 

machines. 

Unfortunately, multiprocessors do not scale to large numbers of processors, be

cause the common bus serves as a bottleneck. On any clock cycle every processor 

can try to access the same main memory module; when this occurs, access time is no 

longer uniform. The use of per-processor caches to avoid main memory accesses can 

decrease contention for the bus, but maintaining coherence becomes more complex 

and expensive as the number of processors increase. Combining networks can also 

decrease the demand on main memory by merging several accesses into one. The 

cost of these network components is very high; as a result, the largest uniform-access 

shared-memory multiprocessors have not yet reached 100 processors [AG94]. 

To allow better scalability, hardware designers developed distributed-memory 

machines. These machines have much simpler interconnections, which allows them 

to scale to thousands of processors. Each processor has its own private memory, 

so access to other processors' memory requires passing messages over an intercon

nect. Distributed-memory machines can be subdivided into two principle types: 

multicomputers and networks of workstations. Multicomputers use a high-speed, 

specialized interconnect to communicate between processors (nodes). While this 

allows for very high performance, the price is often high (typically in the millions 
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of dollars). Furthermore, the choice of processor must be made early in the design 

process, so the finished product will likely use relatively old processors. On the 

other hand, networks of workstations use commodity hardware and software to cre

ate an inexpensive distributed-memory machine. This kind of "machine" has lower 

performance because the interconnect is much slower than those in multicomputers. 

However, it allows users to taJce advantage of machines they already own. Moreover, 

the network configuration is more flexible, so new processors can be added as they 

are developed. 

Both of the above types of distributed-memory machines allow higher perfor

mance than shared-memory machines at the cost of a more complicated program

ming model. Access to local memory is much less expensive than to nonlocal mem

ory, which forces aJgorithms to be designed to minimize the number of nonlocal 

accesses. Moreover, unavoidable nonlocal accesses require message passing, which 

adds considerable complexity to the original algorithm. 

Hybrid machines are also possible. Hierarchical shared memory (HSM) machines 

are one example; these have a global address space but the memory is physically 

distributed. Such machines potentially offer the best of both worlds: a convenient 

programming model and scalability. However, local and nonlocal memory access 

times differ significantly (for example, by a factor of 5 in the BBN Butterfly [LS90]), 

which forces programmers to treat HSM machines as distributed-memory machines. 

This is contrary to the original purpose of HSM machines. Another hybrid machine 

is a network of multiprocessors, which is becoming more common [She96]. They 

offer a compromise between cost and performance. A potential disadvantage is that 

the user may have to use two different programming models simultaneously. 

Programmers face several challenges in writing parallel programs for any kind of 

parallel machine. In addition to designing the sequential parts of the code, writing 

parallel programs requires specifying what can execute concurrently, when and how 

processes communicate, and how data is placed in the memories of the processors. 

It would be ideal to solve each problem simply, but all are quite difficult. It would 

also be ideal to solve each problem portably, so that programs do not need to be 
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changed to exploit new machines. Finally, given the importance of performance, 

cach problem must be solved efficiently. 

1.2 Current Approaches 

The current state of the art in solving the key problems in parallel computing is poor. 

Most approaches split the responsibilities of specifying concurrency, communication, 

and data placement between the user and compiler. These approaches are often 

complex, machine-dependent, or inefficient (or sometimes all three). 

One approach is to use an imperative language (such as SR [AOC''"88], C* 

[TMC91], or High Performance Fortran [HPF94]) that contains language constructs 

to create and manage processes, synchronize and communicate, and place data. 

With careful programming, this approach can lead to an efficient program; however, 

it is complex and machine dependent. For example, it can be very difficult (and 

sometimes impossible) for the programmer to place data to get the best performance. 

If the wrong placement is chosen, performance can sulfer greatly due to excess com

munication and/or load imbalcince. More importantly, to target a different kind of 

architecture, the program will likely need to be completely rewritten. For example, 

matrix multiplication is best written for a mesh by using a block decomposition, but 

for a hypercube a "shift and roll" algorithm is better. Even when the architecture 

is similar, the ratio of computation to communication speeds may differ, which also 

can require rewriting. 

Another approach is to write a sequential program in a language such as FOR

TRAN. The program is then translated by a compiler that is completely responsible 

for generating a parallel program—it discovers parallelism, infers necessary commu

nication and synchronization between processes, and places data. The advantage of 

this approach is that computational scientists, who are not necessarily expert pro

grammers, can ignore the difficulties involved in writing parallel programs. In addi

tion, many old codes ("dusty decks") can be executed on parallel machines without 

any source code changes. However, the compiler approach can be inefficient. Com

piler analysis may fail to discover parallelism, generate efficient communication, or 
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place data for best performance. For example, a program with very deeply nested 

loops can cause dependence analysis to fail. Also, compilers cannot analyze the 

behavior of adaptive programs, because it is only known at run time. Furthermore, 

the best parallel algorithm can be completely different from the best sequential 

algorithm. For example, the best parallel algorithm for Gauss Seidel iteration is 

Red-Black SOR, because there are far fewer data dependencies. 

A third approach is to write programs in a fimctional language such as Sisal 

[FC090] or Id [Nik89], where the absence of side effects allows function calls to be 

executed in parallel. This obviates the need to determine paxallelism, thus relieving 

the compiler of one major step in generating a parallel program. However, the 

compiler ha^ to perform significant analysis just to make the sequential aspects 

of the language run fast. For example, in Sisal any variable can be written only 

once, so every array update possibly requires creating a new array. Sisal compilers 

must therefore perform complex update-in-place analysis to try to eliminate excess 

copying. This analysis must be conservative and thus may force creation of a new 

array each time, making the sequential program very inefficient. In fact, some 

parallel implementations of functional languages allow programs to attain near-

perfect speedup on a parallel computer, but this is partly due to the extremely poor 

sequential performance [Hal86]. 

This dissertation investigates run-time solutions—fine grain parallelism, implicit 

communication, and adaptive data placement—to most of the key problems in par

allel computing, obviating the need for user or compiler intervention. We have 

developed the Filaments package, em intermediate representation for parallel com

puting, which solves these problems efficiently. Filaments not only serves as a target 

for new parallel languages and compilers, but it aiso serves as a simple target for 

existing languages (such as SR, C*, Sisal, and HPF). 

1.3 The Filaments Approach 

Filaments provides fine-grain parallelism and a shared-memory programming model. 

In particular, fine-grain parallelism provides a simple way to express parallelism and 
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the shared-vaxiable programming model provides a simple way to program commu

nication. This relieves programmers and compilers of two major problems. It edso 

serves as a "least common denominator" of existing peiraJlel languages, because 

fine-grain parallelism and shared-memory can be used to implement coarse-grain 

parallelism and message passing, respectively. The translation from Filaments to a 

variety of parallel machines is also straightforward. 

Filaments maices extensive use of "run-time decision making". This removes 

decisions that would need to be made in the translation from high-level languages 

to Filaments and, more importantly, allows for better decisions that can result 

in more efficient programs. This dissertation introduces Adapt, a run-time data 

placement system that relieves programmers and compilers of the difficult problem 

of determining the best data placement. 

Filaments prototypes are operational on a variety of machines. Shared Filaments 

runs on a 4-processor Silicon Graphics Iris and a 14 processor Sequent Symmetry. 

Distributed Filaments runs on a network of DECstations and a network of Sun IPCs. 

The package has a small amount of machine-dependent code, which makes it easy 

to port to new machines. 

1.4 Contributions 

Filaments solves three key parallel programming problems: it makes specification 

of parallelism simple, programming explicit communication transparent, and stat

ically placing data unnecessary. The only problems that needs to be solved by 

the programmer or compiler are to specify what can execute in parallel and what 

synchronization points axe necessary. Furthermore, Filaments provides portability 

between the range of parallel machines—fine-grain parallelism and a shared-memory 

programming model are application-level concepts and make no reference to proces

sors, messages, or data layout. 

This dissertation shows that given the specification of what can execute in par

allel, run-time systems can solve all of the other problems necessary for correct and 

efficient execution of parallel programs. Several scientific benchmarks have been im
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plemented both with and without Filaments, including some realistic programs (e.g. 

particle simulation). In every case the Filaments program is simpler—it only spec

ifies what executes in pareillel and when to synchronize—than programs that make 

all decisions statically. Equally important, programs that use all mechanisms in Fil

aments are efficient—usually within 20% of the more complex static programs. The 

slight performance penalty is acceptable given the greater simplicity and portabil

ity. Furthermore, on adaptive applications Filaments programs can be more efficient 

than baseline programs because of the ability to make better decisions at run-time. 

This dissertation makes several contributions to parallel computing: 

• Fine-grain paxallelism can be made efficient. Although fine-grain parallelism 

greatly simplifies the ease of programming or translating, it is rarely used in 

scientific computing. This is because most previous implementations of fine-

grain parallelism have been much slower than those of coarse-grain paxallelism. 

Fine-grain parallelism in Filaments is usually within 10% of coarse-grain par

allelism. 

• A multithreaded distributed-shared memory (DSM) effectively eliminates net

work latency while providing a convenient shared-memory programming model. 

Previous DSMs have blocked the node on a page fault; the Filaments' DSM 

overlaps communication and computation. This can lead to a significant per-

formaince increase—as much as 20% on our current hardware configuration 

and possibly more on larger machines. 

• Run-time data placement can be done efficiently and can result in more ef

ficient programs than those that use static data placements. The Filaments' 

run-time data placement system. Adapt, is competitive with static placements 

when the data placement can be inferred and is superior for adaptive applica

tions such as particle simulation. 

• Filaments uses a new page consistency protocol, implicit-invalidate, which 

avoids sending an invalidate message on each write. This protocol allows 
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applications with regular data access patterns to execute more efficiently. 

• Finally, Filaments provides an efficient distributed implementation of the fork/join 

programming paradigm, which allows recursive parallel applications to be ex

pressed simply and executed efficiently on distributed-memory machines. 

1.5 Outline 

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. The next chapter shows that 

programming parallel applications is easier using fine-grain parallelism than using 

coarse-grain parallelism. It uses two applications, Jacobi iteration and adaptive 

quadrature, to illustrate the advantages of fine-grain parallelism. The chapter also 

argues that fine-grain parallelism is not inherently inefficient, as has been previously 

thought. Finally, it introduces the Filaments package and shows example programs. 

Chapter 3 discusses the implementation of the Filaments package. It first de

scribes the elements common to the shared- and distributed-memory implementa

tions and then the elements that are implemented differently. Several novel mech

anisms are used to attain efficiency, such as stateless threads, implicit coarsening, 

and dynamic load balancing. 

Chapter 4 describes Adapt a new, run-time approach to data placement. The 

chapter describes how Adapt monitors programs, chooses a data placement, and 

changes the placement. The prototype implementation is part of the Filaments 

package. 

Chapter 5 gives performance results. It first gives application-independent per

formance numbers. It then compares Filaments programs to baseline programs that 

make all decisions statically. Finally, it provides a detailed analysis of some of the 

mechanisms in Filaments. 

Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the dissertation and discusses avenues for future 

work. Many of the techniques described in this dissertation can be used in other 

fields of computer science, such as distributed systems, network processing, and 

multimedia servers; these are briefly discussed. 



CHAPTER 2 

Overview of Fine-Grain Parallelism 

One way to write a program for a parallel machine is to create a process (thread) 

for each independent unit of work. Although generally thought to be inefficient, 

such fine-grain programs have several advantages. First, they axe architecture in

dependent in the sense that parallelism is expressed in terms of the application and 

problem size, not in terms of the number of processors that might actueJly be used to 

execute the program. This also makes fine-grain programs easier to write, because 

it is not necessary to cluster independent units of work into a fixed set of larger 

tasks; adaptive programs such as divide-and-conquer algorithms do not have an a 

priori fixed set of tasks. Third, the implicit parallelism in functional or dataflow 

languages is inherently fine-grain, as is the inner-loop parallelism extracted by par

allelizing compilers or expressed in parallel variants of languages such as Fortran; 

using fine-grain threads simplifies code generation for such languages. Finally, when 

there are many more processes than processors, it is often easier to balance the total 

amount of work done by each processor. 

This chapter discusses the usefulness of fine-grain parallelism and then introduces 

the Filaments package, which supports it efficiently. The remainder of the chapter 

presents Filaments implementations of two representative applications using fine-

and then coarse-grain parallelism and argues the merits of the former. 

2.1 Definition and Usefulness of Fine-Grain Parallelism 

The grajiularity of a parallel program refers to the amount of computation in each 

process. Granularity can thus be viewed as a spectrum. The coarsest-grain program 

is a sequential program, as one process does all the work. A coarse-grain parallel 

program creates one process per processor. For example, consider the problem of 

21 
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multiplying two n by n matrices. If one partitions the inner product computations 

evenly and regularly among p processes, where p is the number of physical processors 

in the system, the result is a coarse-grain program. A fine-grain program creates 

processes (threads) that each consist of a small, independent unit of work. For 

matrix multiplication, each inner product can be computed in parallel by a logically 

distinct process. In fact, the granularity could be even finer: a thread could be 

created to compute each multiplication on each iimer product (n^ threads). However, 

matrix multiplication is quite unnatural and inefficient to program in this manner, 

as some form of mutual exclusion would be necessary to add the products to form 

each inner product. 

The most natural granularity for a parallel program depends on the application, 

but we believe that fine-grain programs are usually the simplest. One advantage is 

that they free the programmer from the bookkeeping involved in clustering small 

units of work into larger tasks. This clustering can cause the programmer to get 

bogged down in algebraic details necessary to obtain a correct and efficient cluster

ing. For example, a coaxse-grain program that creates p processes that operate on 

a two-dimensional array must explicitly specify the starting and ending rows and 

columns for each of the p processes. 

For divide and conquer algorithms, the coarse-grain program (or approximation) 

is completely different and much more complicated than the natural fine-grain pro

gram. The fine-grain program is a straightforward extension of recursion, whereas 

the coarse-grain program must either execute a fixed set of tasks—which may force 

an alternative algorithm (e.g. fixed quadrature instead of adaptive quadrature)—or 

it must use an approximation to a coarse-grain algorithm such as bag-of-tasks— 

which can be inefficient and difficult to program. 

Although fine-grain parallelism provides a clear and simple way to program, 

its usefulness ultimately depends on an efficient implementation. This presents 

many challenges, such as the potentially high costs of process creation, process 

synchronization, context-switching, and excess memory usage. Fortunately, fine-

grain parallelism also presents opportunities. In particular, fine-grain programs 
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typically create many parallel units of work, making it easier to balance the load 

automatically among the processors and to miisk expensive communication latency 

(as it is more likely there will be useful work to do). 

The next section introduces Filaments, a software package that implements fine-

grain programs efficiently. 

2.2 The Filaments Package 

A filament is a very lightweight thread that references a shared address space. The 

Filaments package supports two kinds of threads: iterative and fork/join. We have 

found these to be sufficient to support the numerous parallel applications we have 

examined. 

Iterative filaments execute repeatedly, with barrier synchronization and termi

nation detection occurring after each execution of all filaments; they are used in 

applications such as Jacobi iteration. Fork/join filaments recursively fork new fila

ments ajid later wait for them to return results; they axe used in divide-and-conquer 

applications such cis adaptive quadrature. 

This section gives a brief overview of the Filaments package. It describes fun

damental Filaments concepts and then briefly describes the mechanisms used by 

Filaments to produce programs that execute efficiently. 

2.2.1 Filaments Concepts 

The Filaments package provides a programming model and an implementation of 

that model. The key aspects of the programming model are: 

• Fine-grain parallelism, which allows concurrency to be expressed in terms of 

the application. 

• A shared-memory programming model, which allows each processor access to 

any memory location. 

• Synchronization, which ensures that memory is accessed in a consistent way. 
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Fine-grain parallelism matches the natural level of paxcJlelism in the application 

and hence is independent of the underlying architecture. A shared memory gives 

processors a simple, architecture-independent way to communicate. Synchronization 

is necessary in most applications; e.g., when an entire iteration must complete before 

proceeding to the next one. 

Three kinds of objects are used to implement the programming model: 

• Filament, which consists of a pointer a function and the arguments to pass to 

the fvmction. 

• Server thread, which is a traditional lightweight thread used to execute fila

ments. 

• Pool, which consists of a g^oup of filaments that ideally have similar data 

reference patterns. 

The programmer (or compiler) is responsible for specifying the code that each fil

ament executes; this involves determining what can execute in parallel and where 

synchronization points are needed. Server threads provide a private stack and reg

ister set for filaments to compute partial results; they execute filaments by calling 

the function specified by the code pointer and passing the arguments as pzurameters. 

All filaments share a common main memory. On distributed-memory machines 

the shared-memory abstraction is implemented by a distributed shared memory 

(see Chapter 3). The Filaments package overlaps communication and computation 

to mitigate the high cost of remote memory latency. To maximize the benefit of 

overlapping, filaments are divided into pools based on their data access patterns. 

(The placement is currently static but can be done dynamically; see Section 2.3 

and Chapter 3.) When a filament makes a remote memory access, an entire pool is 

suspended and a different pool is executed; for this reason multiple server threads 

are created. On each node pools axe combined into a pool set so that synchronization 

can be performed after all pools have executed. 
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2.2.2 Implementation Overview 

The prograjumer (or compiler-generated code) should create the number of filaments 

that match the natural level of pareiUelism of the application. In most cases, the 

resulting program will rim efficiently, as will be shown in Chapter 5. The primary 

mechanism Filaments uses to attain efficiency is stackless threads. In particular, fil

aments contain very little state. This allows very fast creation and context switching 

and relatively efficient use of the cache (only the filament arguments are loaded). 

Typical thread packages associate a private stack with each thread, which makes cre

ation and context switching slow while wasting space due to relatively large stacks. 

The lack of a private stack per filament^ means the package does not perform pre

emption. Once started, a filament runs until either a barrier synchronization point 

or a join point. However, fairness is not important in scientific parallel programs, 

because all work must be completed before the application can complete. 

The Filaments package efficiently implements majiagement and synchronization 

of filaments. When necessary, it executes a fine-grain program in a coarse-grain 

manner. Iterative applications can (statically) create very large numbers of fila

ments, each of which performs very little work. When this happens, the package 

at run time implicitly coarsened the code ("implicitly coarsens") to avoid excessive 

overhead. Fork/join applications can (dynamically) create very large numbers of 

filaments that also may perform little work. Because it is only important that each 

processor has some work to do, the Filaments package stops forking new filaments 

("prunes") when the number of filajnents on a processor's queue exceeds a user-

defined limit, instead using recursive calls. The package cdso implements efficient 

barrier synchronization. Server threads on each processor run filaments one at a 

time; after they have executed all their filaments, they synchronize with the other 

server threads. Thus, barrier synchronization time is dependent only on the number 

of processors, not the number of filaments. 

^With no private steick per filament, the package cannot support applications such as multi-
threeuded event handlers, file servers, and some traditional concurrent programming problems (e.g. 
readers-writers). These applications are not relevant to our scientific computing domain. 
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2.3 Example Applications 

This section discusses two representative applications: Jacobi iteration and adaptive 

quadrature. For each we give code fragments for fine- and coarse-grain programs. 

Our purposes are (1) to give the reader a more concrete idea of how the Filaments 

package is used and (2) to illustrate the simplicity of fine-grain programs relative 

to coarse-grain ones. We program both the fine- and coarse-grain programs using 

the Filaments package. (We use a C-like language in all examples.) Although 

the package is optimized to support fine-grain parallelism, it supports coarse-grain 

parallelism equally well. 

The Jacobi iteration example illustrates a class of iterative applications where the 

fine- and coarse-grain programs are similar. However, the fine-grain progreim does 

not have to cluster smaller tasks into larger ones. On the other heind, the adaptive 

quadrature example illustrates a class of rec;ursive applications where there is no 

coarse-grain analog to the natural fine-grain program. 

2.3.1 Jacobi Iteration 

Laplace's equation in two dimensions is the partial differential equation 

9x2 + Qy2 - 0-

Given boundary values for a region, its solution is the steady values of interior 

points. These values can be approximated numerically by using a finite difference 

method such as Jacobi iteration. In particular, discretize the region using a grid 

of equally spaced points, and initialize each point to some value. Then repeatedly 

compute a new value for each grid point; the new value for a point is the average 

of the values of its four neighbors from the previous iteration. The computation 

terminates when all new values are within some value EPSILON of their respective 

old values or when some maximum number of iterations have occurred. Because 

there are two grids, the n} updates are all independent computations; hence, all 

new values can be computed in parallel. 
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For this application, the key shared variables zire the two n x n arrays, new cind 

old, and the rtducLion variable maucdiff. 

double **new, *»old; 
RDecl(double, maxdiff); 

The new and old variables axe dynamically allocated two-dimensional vectors. (The 

boundaries of the region are stored in the edges of the arrays.) A reduction variable 

is a special kind of variable with one copy per processor. Here, msixdiff is of type 

double and is shared among all filaments executed by server threads on a processor. 

The locai copy of a reduction variable cam be accessed directly.^ In addition, such 

variables are used in calls to rReduce, which atomicaJly combines all processor's 

private copies into a single copy using an associative/commutative operator such as 

add or minimum. A call of rReduce also results in a barrier synchronization. 

In the fine-grain program, there is one filament for each point. The code for each 

filament follows. 

void jacobi(int i, j) { 
double temp; 

newCi] [j] = (old[i-l]Cj] + /* other neighbors */)/4; 
temp = absval(new[i] [j] - oldCi]Cj]); 
if (temp > RVal(maxdiff)) then 

RVal(maxdiff) = temp; 
} 

After computing the new value of grid point (i, j), jacobi computes the difference 

between the old and new values of that point. If the difference is larger than the 

maximum difference seen on this iteration of the entire computation, then maxdiff 

needs to be updated. 

^The programmer must always use these variables inside of the provided macros (e.g. ElDecl 
declares a reduction variable, RVaJ. returns the current value for the processor, and RKame passes a 
reduction variable to rReduce) so that programs will run correctly on both shared and distributed 
architectures (see Chapter 3). Furthermore, non-shared variables must be used (on the right-hand 
side) in making updates to reduction variables. 
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In the coajse-grain program, there is one process per processor. For the best 

performance, each process must perform about the same amount of work and up

date many points in the same region (for locality). Thus each filament computes a 

contiguous strip of n^/p contiguous grid points. 

void jacobi(int id) { 

double temp; 

int startrow, endrow, i, j ; 

staxtrow = id • n/fNumProcessors; 

endrow = startrow + n/fNumProcessors - 1; 

for (i = startrow; i<= endrow; i++) 

for (j = 1; j < n; j++) { 

new[i]Cj] = (old[i-l]Cj] + /* other neighbors */)/4; 

temp = absval(new[i] [j] - oldCi][j]); 

if (temp > RVal(m2ixdiff)) then 

RVal(maxdiff) = temp; 

> 

In both the fine- and coarse-grain programs, after all grid points are updated, the 

following procedure is called to check for convergence and to swap grids: 

int convergenceCheckO { 

k++; 

rReduce(RName(maxdiff), MAX); 

if (k > MAXITERS or RVal (maxdiff) < EPSILON) 

return F.DONE; 

swap(old, new); 

RVal (mzLxd iff) = 0.0; 

return F.CONTINUE; 

} 

This code is executed sequentially by each node at the end of every update phase, 

i.e., after every filament completes its work. The call to rReduce combines all copies 

of majcdiff (using the MAX operator) into a single consistent copy. 

The key roles of the initialization section are to initialize the Filaments package, 

create and initialize the matrices, and create the filaments themselves. This section 

is executed on only one server thread. 
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The fine-grain version of the initialization section is^: 

void mainO { 

/* declairations of local variables »/ 

/* create and initialize the shared variables */ 

finit0 ; 

adpInitO; /» enable automatic filament placement */ 

ps = fPoolSetArr(2, jacobi, convergenceCheck); 

pool = fPoolArrCps, num_fil); 

for (i = 1; i < n-1; i++) { 

pool_id = whichPoolO ; /* determine pool */ 

for (j = 1; j < n-1; j++) 

fFilament(*ps, pool[pool_id], i, j); 

} 
fStart 0; 

> 

The call to f Init initializes the Filaments package, and the call to adplnit enables 

automatic filament placement (see Chapter 4). The call of fPoolSetArr creates a 

pool set, which contains filaments that execute the function jacobi; the last argu

ment is a pointer to the reduction/termination checking routine, which is executed 

after all filaments in the pool set have completed. The fPoolArr call creates an 

array of pools, one per processor, where each pool contains space for numjfil fil

aments. The fFilament routine creates a single filament; the value of pool_id 

indicates the pool into which the filament is to be placed. Each filament is defined 

by i and j, which are passed as arguments to jacobi. The final Filaments package 

call, fStart, starts the parallelism. All filaments are executed to completion before 

the call returns. 

The initialization section for the coarse-grain program is very similar and is 

shown below: 

void mainO { 

/* declarations of local variables */ 

/* create and initialize the shsored variables */ 

^The initialization routines can all be automated. Furthermore, the mapping of filaments to 
pools and filaments to processors is done explicitly in the example; dynamic methods for these two 
mappings will be discussed later. 
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finit (); 
ps = fPoolSetArrCl, jacobi, convergenceCheck); 

pool = fPoolArrCps, fNumProcessors); 

for (p = 0; p < fNumProcessors; i++) { 

pool.id = whichPoolO; /* determine pool */ 

fFilament(*ps, pool[pool.id], p) ; 

> 

fStart (); 
} 

The differences from the fine-grain section are that the adplnit call is not needed 

(the placement of filaments is explicit) and only p filaments are created (instead of 

V?). 

Comparison 

The key difference between the fine- and coaxse-grain programs is that the coarse-

grain program needs to calculate the loop boimds to ensure that the load is balanced 

and most of the calculations are local. This makes the coarse-grain program archi

tecture dependent, because the parallelism is expressed in terms of the number of 

processors. The fine-grain program instead expresses parallelism based on the appli

cation. From the point of view of a compiler, generating a coarse-grain executable 

from a fine-grain specification requires analysis (and may not be possible), unlike 

the straightforward transformation to a fine-grain executable. 

2.3.2 Adaptive Quadrature 

Consider the problem of approximating the integral 

J f { x ) d x .  

One method to solve this problem is adaptive quadrature, which works as follows: 

Divide an interval in half, approximate the areas of both halves and of the whole 

intervaJ, and then compare the sum of the two halves to the area of the whole 

interval. If the difference of these two values is not within a specified tolerance, 

recursively compute the area of both intervals and add them. 
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The best way to program adaptive quadrature is to use a divide-and-conquer 

approach. Because subintervals are independent, a new process can compute each 

subinterval. The more rapidly the function is changing, the smaller the interval 

needed to obtain the desired accuracy. Therefore, the work load is not uniformly 

distributed over the entire intervcil. 

The computational routine for the fine-grain implementation of adaptive quadra

ture is: 

void quad(double a, b, fa, fb, area) { 

double left, right, fm, m, aleft, aright; 

compute midpoint m aind areas under f () from a to m 

and m to b 

if (close enough) 

return (aleft+etright) ; 

else { /* recurse, forking two new filaments */ 

fjForkCquad, left, a, m, fa, fm, aleft); 

fjForkCquad, right, m, b, fm, fb, airight); 

fjJoinO; /* wait for children to complete */ 

return (left+right); 

> 

> 

If the computed estimate is not close enough, the program forks a filament to com

pute the two subintervals, and then waits for them to complete; temporary results 

are stored in left and right, then their sum is returned. The algorithm above 

evaluates /() just once at each point and evaluates the eirea of each interval just 

once; previously computed values and areas axe parsed to new filaments to avoid 

recomputing the function and both areas. 

The initialization section for the fine-grain version of adaptive quadrature is: 

void mainO { 

double left, right, answer; 

double fleft, fright, init_area; 

f InitO : 

fjSetPrune(THRESHOLD); 

/* input left and right •/ 

/* compute fleft, fright, and init.area */ 
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/* fork initial filament */ 

fjForkCquad, 2uiswer, left, right, 

fleft, fright, init.aurea); 

fStart(); /* serves as implicit join */ 
y 

The program initially creates one filament that computes the area for the entire in

terval. As always, the cadi of fStart terminates when aJl filaments have terminated; 

in fork/join applications this serves as an implicit join to the initial fjFork call. 

The call to f jSetPrune specifies a limit on how many filaments can be active at a 

time, as discussed in Section 2.2. 

There are at leaist two ways to write a coarse-grain program, but there is no 

direct analog to the fine-grain program. One possible approach is to divide up 

the intervals statically and assign intervals to processors. This method can (and 

likely will) exhibit load-imbalance, as early finishing processors cannot help compute 

intervals that require more computation. 

A second approach, which we use, creates one process per processor and uses a 

shared job queue protected by a lock."* Each process keeps its area in a privately 

indexed global vector; the area under the entire curve is obtained when the algorithm 

terminates by summing this vector. The outline for this coarse-grain approximation 

is: 

work(int pid) { 

while some work left { 

remove job from queue 

while (no job to remove) { 

increment counter to indicate this process is idle 

if (counter == numWorkers) 

terminate program and sum total area 

backoff and remove job from queue 

> 

compute area of whole interval and sum of both halves 

if (estimates are close enough) 

sum[pid] +:= sum of both halves 

Reductions are normally used instead of locks in a Filaments program; however, with the bag, 
locks are necessary. 
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else 

if (too many jobs outstanding) 

sumCpid] += areaO /* use seq, adaptive quad */ 

else { 

insert left half of interval on queue 

keep right half for myself 

} 
} 

> 

If a process creates two subproblems, it keeps one and inserts the other into the 

queue. To minimize contention, when the queue is empty, processes wait a certain 

amount of time before again trying to remove a job. The queue size is bounded to 

prevent the creation of too much parallelism; this is directly analogous to pruning. 

Although there is only one process (filament) per processor, each works on several 

tasks; this is why it is only a coarse-grain approximation. 

The initialization section for the coarse-grain version of adaptive quadrature is 

shown below. 

void mainO { 

int i; 

finit() ; 

ps = fPoolSetArr(l, work, NULL); 

pool = fPoolArrCps, fNumProcessors); 

/* input left and right */ 

/* compute fleft, fright, aind init.aorea */ 

/* fork initial filament */ 

for (p = 0; p < fNumProcessors; p++) { 

pool.id = whichPoolO; 

fFilament(*ps, poolCpool.id] , p) ; 

> 

fStart 0; 

> 

The coarse-grain approximation uses simple iterative filaments, one per processor. 

The sequential code is NULL and so automatically returns DONE. 
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Comparison 

The fine-grain program is very similar to the sequential program. The main dif

ference is that the recursive calls are performed in parallel. Clearly, the paral

lelism is based on the application. On the other hand, the coarse-grain approxima

tion requires queues and insertion and deletion routines (with mutual exclusion), 

termination-checking code, and explicit pruning. We have left many details out of 

the coarse-grain program to make it comprehensible; even so, it is much different 

than the sequential program. 

2.4 Summary 

This chapter has shown that fine-grain pzirallelism is easier to program than coarse-

grain parallelism. Fine-grain parallelism allows the programmer can concentrate on 

the application rather than the architecture. In fact, coarse-grain programs do not 

exist for some applications (such as adaptive quadrature). Fine-grain parallelism 

also allows compilers to avoid explicitly clustering small processes into larger ones. 

Although this was simple in the Jacobi iteration example, it is hard in general. 

A good clustering must simultaneously balance the computational workload and 

maximize data locality. Chapter 3 will provide many more details on the implemen

tation of efficient fine-grain parallelism. It discusses how we answer the challenges 

of fine-grain parallelism and make use of the its opportunities. 
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Filaments Implementation 

As discussed in Chapter 2, implementing efficient fine-grain peirallelism and a 

shared-memory programming model on shcired- and distributed-memory machines 

presents both opportunities and challenges. The usually large amount of paral

lelism makes it easier to mask communication latency and balance the load among 

the nodes. However, fine-grain parallelism is difficult to implement efficiently be

cause of the overheads of process creation, context-switching, memory usage, and 

synchronization. Moreover, providing a shared-memory programming model on a 

distributed-memory machine requires extensive hardware or software support. 

This chapter first describes the elements common to both Shared and Distributed 

Filaments (SF and DF, respectively). Second, it describes the SF-specific aspects. 

Third, it describes those same aspects in the context of DF. Next, it discusses the 

additional mechanisms necessary to implement DF. It then discusses unifying the 

differences into one package. Filaments. The chapter concludes with related work 

and a summary. 

3.1 Basic Filaments Concepts 

A filament does not have a private stack; it consists only of a (shared) function 

pointer, arguments to that function, and, for fork/join filaments, a few other fields 

such as a parent pointer and the number of children. Filaments are executed one 

at a time by server threads, which are traditional lightweight threads with a private 

stack. Each processor creates at least one server thread. The server thread's stack 

provides a place for temporary storage so that filaments can compute partial results. 

Upon creation, each filament is placed in a pool, which is a group of filaments 

that ideally have similar data-reference patterns (see Section 3.5 for more details on 

35 
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pools). A collection of pools is cailed a pool set. Pool sets additionally contain a 

pointer to Lhe function chat each filament calls and a pointer to another function 

that is called after each execution of all filaments in the pool set; the latter function 

most often synchronizes the processors and checks for termination. Hence, a pool set 

logically represents a parallel code segment terminated by a barrier synchronization 

point. 

Descriptors of iterative filaments are stored in pools; each descriptor contains 

the arguments for each filament. Pools are represented as arrays rather than linked 

lists, thus avoiding storage for a pointer to the next filament. This leaves more room 

in the cache for program data. Another caching optimization is to execute iterative 

filaments in a back-and-forth order, so that at the end of an iteration, some of the 

filament descriptors and associated data will still be in the cache. 

Fork/join filaments necessarily have a more complex structure than iterative 

filaments. Besides the argimient list, a fork/join filament needs severed other fields, 

such as a pointer to its parent, the number of children it has created, and where to 

put the return value. Fork/join filaments are also stored in linked lists to make load 

balancing easier (see below). 

Because fork/join filaments are used to create filaments dynamically and later 

wait for them to terminate and return results, they are quite different from iterative 

filaments. Most importantly, fork/join filaments must be capable of blocking and 

later resuming execution; this requires some method of saving state. Using the 

server stack to save the state of a fork/join filament is not trivial, because if the 

states of several blocked fork/join filaments are on the stack, they cannot resume 

execution in an arbitrary order. However, we still want one server thread to execute 

many fork/join filaments, as with iterative filaments. We solve this problem by 

using recursion. In particular, we use a child counter that is incremented on child 

creation and decremented on child completion. When this coimter is zero, the parent 

is guaranteed that all its children have completed. Thus, to implement join without 

actually suspending the parent, we need only have the parent wait (in a loop) for 

its child counter to become zero. But while waiting, the parent can execute other 
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threads. In other words, the parent becomes the server thread. This works correctly 

because parent/child relationships are ordered; i.e., children are always created after 

their parents and terminate before their parents. 

Some applications (e.g. quicksort, adaptive quadrature) that use fork/join fila

ments require dynamic load balancing to avoid a situation where some processors do 

most of the work. Fork/join programs tend to employ a divide-and-conquer strat

egy. The computation starts on just one processor. To get all processors involved 

in the computation, new work (from forks) needs to be given to idle processors. 

Then, once all processors have work, additional load balancing may be required to 

keep the processors busy. This is because when some tasks require more work than 

others, different nodes will receive different initial work allocations. For example, in 

adaptive quadrature, when integrating the function e^, the amount of computation 

increases with x. The processor that is initially given the interval containing the 

right endpoint will do the most work. 

Dynamic load balancing can, however, cause execution time to increase. When 

a processor starts executing a filament, it needs to get the data associated with the 

filament; this might reside in another processor's memory. With multiple processors, 

data must be kept consistent at some granularity or unit. This unit is the cache 

block in SF and the page in DF. When one processor acquires work from another, it 

must incur cache loads or page faults. If the processor acquires data that is part of a 

consistency unit and both processors are writing, thrashing will occur: The data will 

travel between processors on each write, usually resulting in excess communication 

and poor performance. Thrashing is more likely to occur with larger consistency 

units and so occurs more often in DF than in SF. 

The other negative effect of dynamic load balancing is that initially dividing the 

workload between the processors can be very costly. All processors other than the 

one that starts the computation will either query other processors with requests 

for work (most of which will be denied), or they will flood the initial processor 

with requests (which can cause a bottleneck). Again, the overhead in dividing the 

workload is more pronounced in DF because the latency of sending messages is much 
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Figure 3.1: Logical tree of 16 processors. The numbers in the figure indicates the 

step in which the processor first gets a filament. 

greater than writing to memory. 

Filaments first uses a sender-initiated load-balancing scheme and then some

times employs a simple receiver-initiated, dynamic load-balaincing policy (this can 

be enabled and disabled by the application programmer or compiler). Suppose 

that a fork/join application creates parallelism by two forks and then a join. The 

implementation employs a logical tree of processors (see Figure 3.1). 

The initial load-balancing phase works as foUows. The first processor (root node 

in the tree) begins the computation; after forking the first two filaments, it gives 

one filament to its left child and keeps the other. Both processors then continue 

the computation. When the root forks another two filaments, it gives one to its 

second child and keeps the other; the next time it gives a new filament to its third 

child and keeps the other; and so on. Each child processor follows the same pattern. 

Consequently, in each step the number of processors with work doubles. The initial 

phase continues in this way until a processor hzis sent work to all of its children, 

after which it keeps all filaments it forks. This takes 0(log p) steps, where p is the 

number of processors. 

After the initial work-distribution phase, some applications will need to employ 

dynamic load balancing. In Filaments this is receiver initiated; newly forked fila
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ments eire put on the tail of a processor's local list, a server tlxread removes work 

from the front of its local list, and other server threads, when idle, "steal" from the 

front of another processor's list. This works well because the largest units of work 

tend to be at the front of processor lists [VR88]. 

For applications that do not exhibit much load imbalance—such as evaluating 

balanced binary expression trees, merge sort, or recursive FFT—the cost of acquiring 

data outweighs the gain of load balancing, so the programmer or compiler would 

disable the receiver-initiated phase. On the other hand, for applications such as 

adaptive quadrature—where evaluating intervals can take widely varying amounts 

of time—dynamic load balancing is absolutely necessary. 

3.2 Run-Time Optimizations 

Many Filaments programs attain good performemce with little or no run-time opti

mization. For example, in matrix multiplication, each filament performs a significant 

amount of work (0(n) multiplications and additions), which amortizes the filament 

overheads. However, achieving good performance for applications in which many 

filaments perform very little work (e.g., Jacobi iteration and Fibonacci) requires us

ing implicit coarsening or •pruning. Both techniques allow filaments to be executed 

as if the application were written as a coarse-grain program.^ 

Implicit coarsening is an optimization for iterative filaments. It employs two 

techniques: inlining and pattern recognition. Inlining consists of directly executing 

the body of each filament rather than making a procedure call. In particular, when 

processing a pool, a server thread executes a loop, the body of which is the code 

specified for filajnents in the pool. This eliminates a function call for each filament, 

but the server thread still has to traverse the list of filament descriptors in order to 

load the arguments. 

The second technique Filaments uses for iterative filaments is to recognize com-

' Systems such as Chores [EZ93] and the Uniform System [TC88] have a fine-grain specification 
and a coarse-grain execution model, but use preprocessor support. Filaments generates different 
codes at compile time and chooses among them at run time. 
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mon patterns of filajnents that are assigned to the same pool, and at run time 

to switch to code that iterates over the filaments, thus generating the arguments 

in registers rather than loading from memory. The Filaments package currently 

recognizes a few common patterns (such as one- and two-dimensional loops) that 

support a large subset of regular problems; however, the general approach is capable 

of supporting other patterns. 

Dynamic pruning is performed for fork/join filaments. When enough work has 

been created to keep all processors busy, forks are turned into procedure calls and 

joins into returns. This avoids excessive overheads due to filaments creation and 

synchronization. There is a danger with pruning, however: It is possible for a pro

cessor to traverse an entire subtree sequentially after other processors become idle. 

To avoid this, whenever another processor needs work, a processor executing sequen

tially returns to executing in parallel and creates new work. This is implemented 

by having a server thread check a flag (each time) before deciding whether to fork 

filaments or call them directly. 

Implicit coarsening and pruning reduce the cost of running filaments, reduce 

the working set size to make more efficient use of the cache, and use code that is 

ecisier for compilers to optimize. They enable efficient execution of very fine-grain 

programs. 

3.3 Elements Specific to Shared Filaments 

Three elements of the Filaments package have a different implementation in Shared 

Filaments (SF) than in Distributed Filaments: memory allocation, reductions, and 

acquiring filaments from other processors. 

Memory allocation in SF is very straightforward. Because the hardware provides 

a shared address space, Filaments needs only to use a memory allocation routine 

that allows all processors access to the memory. Examples are shmalloc on the 

Sequent and malloc on the Iris. 

A reduction is a primitive that (1) causes a value {reduction variable) from each 

processor to be accumulated and then disseminated to all processors using an asso-
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dative and commutative operator (such as addition or maximum), and (2) ensures 

that no processor continues until all processors have access to this value. Hencc, 

a reduction aJso serves as a barrier synchronization point. (A "pure" bcirrier is a 

reduction that does not compute a value.) Reduction variables are implemented in 

SF by a shared array having one element per processor. Each processor writes to 

its array element. The array elements are "padded" to the size of a cache block, 

meaning that each array element consists of data and possibly imused space. This 

avoids false sharing in the cache,^ which would be costly as applications may write 

to reduction variables frequently. The alternative way to implement reduction vari

ables is to use one shared variable and protect it with a lock. The advantage of 

using the array is that no locking is necessary, and the advantage of using the single 

shared variable with a lock is that access to the variable is cheaper because no extra 

offset calculation is needed. Which method is cheaper depends on the hardware; 

on the SGI we have found the array implementation to be superior.^ To perform a 

reduction, all processors first perform a barrier synchronization. This ensures that 

all processors reach the reduction before any reduction variables are accessed. Then, 

one processor accumulates all the values, performs the reduction, and writes the final 

value into all array elements. Finally, all processors ageiin perform a barrier syn

chronization, which ensures that no processor exits the reduction (and potentially 

uses the reduction variable) before processor 0 has disseminated the result. 

As discussed in Section 3.1, implementing fork/join filaments efficiently requires 

acquiring filaments from other processors. Because filaments in SF are created in 

shared memory, acquisition is relatively straightforward. An idle processor scans all 

other processors' lists and takes a filament off the list that has the most filaments'*. 

^Without peidding, multiple elements would reside in the same cache block and hence would be 
loaded into multiple caches. 

^However, both methods allow the following optimization that we have designed but not yet 
implemented. When using implicit coarsening, the macros can be modified to write to a local 
variable instead of the reduction variable. When a coarse-grain code segment has been executed, 
the reduction variable is written (once). This eliminates the overhead of locks or offset calculations. 
Adding this optimization would favor the array implementation, as no changes would need be made 
when porting the system. 

''This scheme suffices for small numbers of processors; a more scalable scheme is necessary for 
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SF taJces care to ensure the integrity of the lists; a test and test and set method 

is used. The scan proceeds without any mutual exclusion, but when a processor 

decides to remove filaments from another list, it locks the list, rechecks to make 

sure the appropriate number of filaments is still on the list, removes them, and then 

unlocks the list. 

3.4 Elements Specific to Distributed Filaments 

This section describes the implementation of the same three elements— memory 

allocation, reductions, and acquiring filaments from other processors—in Distributed 

Filaments (DF). 

Memory allocation in DF is much different than in SF. The illusion of a shared 

address space on different nodes is provided by allocating a large segment of memory 

using malloc. All nodes are homogeneous and perform the malloc as close to the start 

of program execution as possible; this maximizes the probability that the address 

returned is the same on all nodes. If any node hcis a different address, the system 

exits®. 

The memory is divided into 4K pages; each page is protected using the UNIX 

routine mprotect; in this way one node can have a valid copy of a page and other 

nodes can have invalid copies while maintaining the same addresses. Once the 

logically shared address space is allocated, shared user data is allocated by placing 

it in this address space. This is straightforward in C because arrays and pointers are 

unified. For example, if P is a pointer to an integer, and D points to the beginning 

of the DSM address space, then the statement P = D will result in the placement 

of the integer pointed to by P in the first location in DSM space. It is imperative 

that each node put P into DSM space in the same order. If node 0 put A and then 

B in DSM space but node 1 put B and then A in DSM space, the program would 

not work as intended. 

larger multiprocessors. 
®This is sufficient for our prototype; a more general scheme would be needed for a production 

system. 
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As in SF, a reduction implies a barrier synchronization, but in DF a barrier is 

between the nodes. Reductions are implemented in DF using messages. Instead of 

using an axray indexed by processor, as in SF, the separate address space provided 

by each node allows DF to use a scalax value on each node to implement reduc

tion variables. Each node treats reduction variables just as regular variables. The 

same optimization (adjusting the macros to write to a local variable instead of the 

reduction variable) described in Section 3.3 can be used here; although a reduction 

variable is a simple scalar, it must be global to all filaments. Compilers almost 

always choose to place global variables in memory rather thzin in registers, so ac

cessing this variable many times will be relatively expensive. Writing the variable 

once would provide a significant performance improvement. 

To perform a reduction in DF, the nodes form a logical tree. The roots of the 

tree send their reduction variable to their parents. After receiving both children's 

values, the parent node computes the final value and sends the resulting value to its 

parent. The root node disseminates this value to all nodes through a broadcast. No 

separate barrier synchronization is necessary, because the messages carry implicit 

synchronization. This type of barrier is known as a tournament barrier [HFM88] 

with broadcast dissemination. It uses 0{p) messages and has a latency of O(logp) 

messages, where p is the number of processors (nodes). 

Acquiring filaments on a distributed-memory machine uses messages instead of a 

test-and-test-and-set. When a node needs work, it checks other nodes' lists by send

ing messages to the nodes and receiving replies. Because of the latency involved in 

checking other lists and the potential overload of the network with requests (which 

can occur near the end of applications when little work is left), DF uses an expo

nential backoff when a node does not find work on any other nodes' lists. It delays 

twice as long for each unsuccessful acquisition. 

3.5 Distributed Shared Memory and Pools 

On a distributed-memory machine, each node has a separate address space. Because 

filaments access a shared memory. Distributed Filaments implements a (software) 
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distributed shcired memory (DSM). To make the DSM more efficient, DF uses mul

tithreading to tolerate memory latency. DF also uses pools to increase the benefit 

of multithreading. 

Distributed Shared Memory 

The distributed shared memory (DSM) subsystem provides the illusion of a shared 

memory and is specific to DF. Our multi-threaded DSM is built on top of SunOS 

and therefore requires no specialized hardware or changes to the operating system 

kernel. In a single-threaded DSM implementation, all work on a faulting node is 

suspended until the fault is satisfied. In a multi-threaded implementation, other 

work is done while the remote fault is pending. This mzikes it possible to overlap 

communication and computation. 

The address space of each node contains both shared and private sections. Shared 

user data (matrices, linked lists, etc.) are stored in the shared section, while lo

cal user data (program code, loop Vciriables, etc.) and all system data structures 

(queues, page tables, etc.) are stored in the private sections. The shared section is 

replicated on aJl nodes in the same location so that pointers into the shared space 

have the same meaning on all nodes. 

The shared address space is divided into individually protected pages (currently 

4K bytes each, which is the granularity supported in SunOS). However, a user does 

not have to use all of the locations in a page. In particulcir, user data structures 

can be padded so elements are located on different pages. We use a library routine 

(written by us) that allocates a data structure in global memory and automatically 

pads. Additionally, two or more pages can be grouped so that a request for any 

page in the group is a request for all of them. Thus, our DSM supports pages that 

can have different sizes than the pages directly supported by the operating system. 

There are two key events in our DSM system: remote page fault and message 

pending. A remote page fault is generated when a server thread tries to access a 

remote memory location. It is hzindled by using the mprotect system call, which 

changes the access permission of pages, and by using a signal handler for segmenta
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tion violations. A message pending event is generated when a message arrives at a 

node; it is handled by an cisynchronous event handier that is triggered by the UNIX 

input/output signal (SIGIO). 

When a filament accesses a remote page, the server thread executing the filament 

is interrupted by a signal. The signal handler inserts the faulting server thread in the 

suspended queue for that page, requests the remote page if necessary, and calls the 

scheduler, which will execute another server thread. When the request is satisfied, 

the server thread that caused the fault is rescheduled, as are ail other server threads 

that are waiting on that page. Because a new server thread is run after every page 

fault, the system can have several outstanding page requests. 

There are any number of page consistency protocols (PCP) that could be im

plemented. We have found five PCPs to be sufficient to support the wide range 

of applications we have programmed in DF: migratory [CBZ91], write-invalidate 

[LH89], write-shared [CBZ91], and two new protocols we call implicit-invalidate 

[FLA94] and writer-owns [FA96]. The migratory PCP keeps only one copy of each 

page; the page moves from node to node as needed. Write-invalidate allows repli

cated, read-only copies, but all are invalidated explicitly when any copy is written. 

Implicit-invalidate is similar to write-invalidate, but it is optimized to eliminate the 

invalidation messages; in particular, read-only copies of a page axe implicitly invai-

idated at every synchronization point. Hence a read-only copy of a page hcis a very 

short lifetime and explicit invalidate messages are not needed. Implicit-invalidate 

works only for regular problems with a stable sharing pattern, such as Jacobi iter

ation. Write-shared allows multiple concurrent writers to a page. Each writer hzis 

read/write access to the page so that no thrashing (excess communication caused by 

multiple writers to the same unit of consistency) occurs. At synchronization points, 

the multiple copies of the page are merged to regain consistency. This approach 

tolerates thrashing—on each iteration merging multiple copies is necessary. The 

writer-owns protocol eliminates the need for merging on each iteration. Instead, 

it detects and eliminates thrashing by moving data that causes thrashing onto a 

completely new page. Because the overhead is amortized over many iterations. 
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Figure 3.2: Possible scenarios in RUDP 

writer-owns performs almost as well as write-invalidate while avoiding the need for 

the programmer or compiler to perform static analysis. 

The selection of the appropriate PCP is currently done by the user. Generally, 

the migratory PCP is used for fork/join applications. The writer-owns PCP is a 

good choice for iterative problems and can be combined with implicit invalidate 

when the application exhibits regular sharing patterns. (We have devised but not 

implemented an algorithm to switch to and from implicit invalidate.) 

A DSM requires reliable communication, ideally with low overhead. On a Unix 

system there are two communication choices: TCP and UDP. TCP is reliable, but it 

does not scale well with the number of nodes; UDP is scalable, but it is not reliable. 

UDP is also slightly faster than TCP, and it supports message broadcast. Therefore 

we use UDP and an efficient reliability protocol to create RUDP. 

In RUDP there are two types of messages: request and reply. Communication 

always occurs in pairs: first a request and then the associated reply. When either 

the request or reply message is lost or delayed, the request message is retransmitted. 

All request messages are buffered; however, they are very short (20 bytes or less), 

so buffering consumes very little time and space. RUDP is eflBcient, because only 

small messages are buffered and, in the common case, only two messages are sent. 

Figure 3.2 shows the four possible situations that can arise.® 

®RUDP is similar to the VMTP protocol [CZ83], which also does not buffer reply messages 
and retransmits request messages only when necessary. However, there is a fundamental dif
ference: VMTP uses a synchronous send/receive/reply, whereas RUDP uses an asynchronous 
send/receive/reply. 
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In an unreliable network where a lost packet is a likely event, a different reliability 

mechanism—such as the one in TCP—might perform better than RUDP. However, 

in a highly reliable network, RUDP adds essentially no additional overhead. In 

pajticular, the overhead consists of buffering request messages, ajid when a reply is 

received, removing the message from a list. Moreover, the list is never longer than 

the number of messages that are sent between synchronization points. 

With RUDP we avoid the expense of buffering DSM page data. All page replies 

are constructed using the current contents of the page. If a node ever writes to 

a page in between two requests for that page by another node (assuming the first 

request or reply wais dropped), the program contains a race condition—the first 

request could have been received after the modification of the page. Nodes delay 

at synchronization points until all outstanding page requests have been satisfied. 

Therefore, in a program without race conditions, a page request always returns a 

consistent copy of a page. 

Because request messages are retransmitted until acknowledged, we can imple

ment a very efficient mutual exclusion mechanism. When a server thread is in a 

critical section, all messages that cause critical data (i.e., thread queues) to be mod

ified are ignored—they will be retransmitted when the requester times out. (The 

servicing of some messages, such as a page request, will never modify critical data.) 

The entry and exit protocols for a critical section are simply a single assignment 

statement, so many, very small critical sections can be used efficiently. Our experi

ence shows that an ignored message is rare. 

The possibility of a DSM page fault means filaments in DF must be able to 

block at xmpredictable points. Hence, DF creates multiple server threads per node 

(as opposed to SF, which creates one server thread per node). A server thread 

runs filaments until either a page fault occurs or all eligible filziments have been 

executed. When a fault occurs, the state of the filament is saved on the stack of its 

server thread, and another server thread is executed. The faulting server thread is 

inserted in a queue for the appropriate page. On receipt of a page, all server threads 

waiting on that page are enabled. 
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Pools 

Two importaxit issues axise with iterative filaments in DF: avoiding excessive faulting 

and overlapping communication and computation as much ais possible. DF uses pools 

to address both issues. 

A pool is a collection of filaments that ideally reference the same set of pages. 

When a filament is created (by a user or compiler), it is assigned to a pool. When a 

program is started, a server thread on each node starts executing a pool of filaments. 

On a page fault, a new server thread is started; it executes filaments in a different 

pool while the remote page is being fetched. Thus, an entire pool is suspended when 

any one of its filaments faults. This minimizes page faults if filaments in the same 

pool reference the same pages. 

For iterative applications, DF ensures that after the first iteration the pools that 

are run first will be those that faulted on the previous iteration; i.e., the faults 

are frontloaded, which increases the potential for overlap of communication and 

computation. This is a useful optimization, as metny iterative applications have 

constant sharing patterns. DF implements this in the following way. On a page 

reply, the enabled server threads are placed on the tail of the ready queue. This 

ensures that pools containing at least one filament that faults will finish execution 

after a pool that contains no filaments that fault, provided that the faulting pool 

is started before the non-faulting pool. To make sure all faulting pools are started 

first, when a server thread finishes executing an entire pool of filaments, it pushes 

the pool on a stack. On the next iteration, the pools are run starting at the top of 

the stack, which ensures that all faulting pools are run first. The combination of 

these two mechanisms—placing filaments on the tail of the ready queue and running 

pools in LIFO order—effectively frontloads the faults. Hence, communication and 

computation will be overlapped to the best extent possible.^ 

It is up to the programmer or compiler to determine the number of pools on 

^ We have not found iterative applications that possess a sharing pattern for which this algorithm 
is not optimal. However, if such an application does exist, we can frontload the faults by running 
one filament from each pool at the beginning of each iteration. 
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each node and to assign filaments both to a node and to a pool on that node. Both 

of these decisions can be nontrivial and have to be done well or performance will 

suffer (although correctness will not). Filaments should be assigned to nodes, so 

that the load is balanced, and the filaments within a node should be assigned to 

pools, so that faults are minimized and good overlap of computation and commu

nication is achieved. Determining the correct node and pool for filaments can be 

difficult. (Chapter 4 introduces a system for assigning filaments to nodes.) On all 

the (matrix-based) applications we have examined, assigning each row to a separate 

pool is sufficient to minimize faults and achieve good overlap of computation and 

communication. If applications require a better algorithm, we have designed but not 

yet implemented a dynamic pool-assignment algorithm for iterative zilgorithms. In 

particular, all filaments would initially reside in one pool. When a filament faults, it 

would be placed in a new pool depending on the page on which it faults. After a few 

iterations, all filaments that reference the same pages should be in the same pool and 

there should be as many pools as page faults. Ideally, the extra overhead of setting 

up the pools will be amortized over the ruiming time of the entire application. 

A key concern in implementing fork/join filaments is avoiding thrashing, which 

can occur when two nodes write to the same page. Fork/join applications have 

unpredictable data access patterns because the amount of work is unpredictable and 

idle nodes can steal filaments. To compensate, fork/join in DF uses two mechanisms. 

The first is similar to one used in the Mirage [FP89] system: A node will keep a page 

for a certain length of time before giving it up; during that time all requests for the 

page from other nodes are dropped (they will be retransmitted later). However, the 

Mirage timer can hurt system performance because it may delay sending a requested 

page. This problem is mitigated in Filaments by multithreading; if there is other 

work, the delay of the request is insignificant. The second mechanism used to 

control thrashing is that when a page arrives, all server threads waiting on the page 

are scheduled at the front of the ready queue. Hence the page that just arrived will 

be utilized as soon as the currently executing thread gives up control. This increases 

the probability that the page is still resident by the time the enabled threads are 
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actually scheduled to run. 

3.6 Related Work 

There is a wealth of related work on threads packages. In general-purpose pack

ages, such as /fSystem [BS90], each thread heis its own context. Consequently, the 

package has to perform a full context switch when it switches between threads. 

(This is true even in threads packages with optimizations such as those described in 

[ALL89]). The overhead of context switching is significeint when threads execute a 

small number of instructions, as in Jacobi iteration. Hence, general-purpose threads 

packages are most useful for providing coarse-grain parallelism or for structuring a 

large concurrent system. 

A few threads packages support efficient fine-grain parallelism, e.g., the Uniform 

System [TC88], Chores [EZ93], uThread [Shu95], and the virtual processor approach 

[NS95]. In particular, the Uniform System uses task generators to provide paral

lelism, much in the way a parallelizing compiler works. On the other hand, Chores 

uses PRESTO threads as servers, so it can block a chore when necessary. Neither 

system has a distributed implementation. The uThread package and the work by 

Neves both have a distributed system based on the management of many fine-grain 

threads. 

Support for the recursive programming style does not generally exist on distributed-

memory systems. For example, in Munin [CBZ91], the user must program recursive 

applications using a shared queue (bag) of unexecuted tasks and must explicitly im

plement and lock the queue. DF allows recursive programs to be written naturally 

and efficiently by means of fork/join filaments. 

There is also a wealth of related work on distributed shared memory systems. 

These can largely be divided into three claisses: hardware implementations, kernel 

implementations, and user implementations. Hardware implementations include 

MemNet [DelSB] and Plus [BR90]. Kernel implementations modify the operating 

system kernel to provide the DSM; these include Ivy [LH89], Munin [CBZ91], and 

Mirage [FP89]. User implementations recently have become much more common. 
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because no changes need to be made to the operating system; such systems include 

Treadmarks [KDCZ94j, Midway [BZS93], and CRL [JKW95]. All these systems 

differ from the Filaments DSM in that they are single-threaded on each node and 

thus cannot mitigate commimication latency. 

VISA [HB92], a DSM written for the functional language SisaJ, overlaps com

munication and computation, (as does Filaments). However, suspended threads are 

pushed on a stack, so there can be many outstanding page requests, and threads are 

resumed in the inverse order in which they request pages. In contrast, Filaments a 

thread is scheduled as soon as the page it requested arrives. 

Several systems use overlapping to mask communication latency. Active Mes

sages [vCGS92] accomplishes overlap explicitly by placing prefetch instructions suf

ficiently far in advance of the use of shared data that it will arrive before it is used. 

On the other hand, DF achieves overlap implicitly through multithreading. Both 

require some programmer support to achieve maximal overlap of communication 

and computation. In Active Messages, the user has to maJce sure the prefetch is 

started soon enough, while in DF the user must place filaments in the correct pool 

(although we are working on making the placement automatic). 

CHARM is a fine-grain, explicit message-passing threads package [FRS+9I]. It 

provides architecture independence, overlap of communication and computation, 

and dynamic load balancing. CHARM has a distributed-memory programming 

model that can be run efficiently on both shared- and distributed-memory machines. 

DF provides functionality similar to CHARM using a shared-memory programming 

model. 

The Alewife [KCA91], a large-scale distributed-memory multiprocessor, provides 

hardware support for overlapping communication and computation. It provides the 

user with a shared-memory address space and enforces a context-switch to a new 

thread on any remote reference. The Alewife and DF use similar ideas, except that 

DF is a software implementation requiring no specialized hardware. 

False sharing occurs when two nodes access locations within the same page; 

hence, it can cause thrashing. Mirage uses the time window coherence protocol to 
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control thrashing; in particular, a node keeps a page for some minimum time period 

to guaraiitee that it makes progress each time it acquires the page [FP89]. Munin 

uses release consistency in the write-shared protocol to handle false sharing [CBZ91]: 

When an object has multiple writers, each is allowed to write, but at synchroniza

tion points, the memory is made consistent by creating "diff" lists, exchanging them 

between nodes, and merging the difFs with the current copy of the page. TreadMarks 

provides lazy-release consistency on a network of Unix workstations [KDCZ94]; sim

ulation has shown that this greatly reduces the number of messages relative to the 

number of messages needed in systems like Munin. 

As opposed to tolerating false sharing, the writer-owns (WO) protocol [FA96] 

eliminates false sharing at run time. When false sharing is detected, a twin is created 

in the same way as in Munin. However, instead of exchanging and merging diffs at 

the next synchronization point, the offending data are moved to a new page, thus 

eliminating any future false sharing and thus potential thrashing. 

Some DSMs provide different granularities of memory consistency. For example. 

Clouds [DJAR91] and Orca [BKT90] provide consistency at the grajiularity of user-

level objects instead of operating system pages. This can reduce thrashing because 

the sharing is at the object (application) level, as opposed to the page (system) level. 

On the other end of the spectrum, Blizzard [SFL+94] and Midway [BZS93] provide 

consistency at the granularity of a cache line. They keep a dirty bit per cache line 

and propagate changes at synchronization points. The smaller unit of consistency 

makes thrashing much less likely. 

3.7 Summary 

This chapter has described the implementation of fine-grain parallelism on both 

shared- and distributed-memory machines. The implementation does not maJce any 

modifications to the the hardware or the operating systems software, which makes it 

ecisy to port Filaments to new machines. As will be shown in Chapter 5, programs 

using the Filaments package perform well on multiprocessors and multicomputers. 

Several novel techniques that result in the efficient execution were described in this 
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chapter: stackless filaments, implicit coarsening, pruning, overlapping communica

tion with useful computation, balancing the load in fork/join computations, and a 

feist and reliable datagram protocol. 

The Filaments package is unified through the use of macros and libraries; the 

user code contains macros (such as RVal, described in Chapter 2). The compilation 

process then links in the appropriate libraries for the target machine. The impor

tant point here is that the same user program executes on shared and distributed 

machines. Future work on Filaments will focus on implementing Filaments on a 

network of multiprocessors. This will be cin interesting test of the Filaments de

sign: Can the implementation work as is on machines that exploit both kinds of 

parallelism? 



CHAPTER 4 

Data Placement 

As mentioned in Chapters 2 and 3, the user is responsible for assigning filcunents 

to nodes and processors. Determining this cissignment can be diflBcult. Filaments 

must be placed so that communication (due to page faults) is infrequent and the 

load is balanced. In fact, the problem of placing filaments on nodes and processors 

is equivalent to the more general and very important problem of placing data on 

processors. 

A data placement algorithm consists of two steps: placing computation and 

placing data. Although these steps are often identical (and are in our work; see 

Section 4.1), they need not be. An implementation might choose to place the com

putational units of work evenly among the processors but place the data ail on one 

processor, or vice versa. In either case performance would suffer due to the very 

large amovmt of communication. In the specific c«ise of Filaments, the computation 

is manifested in filaments; a filament calls a function that performs some computa

tion. The filaments make data references, which implicitly moves the data through 

page faults, page requests, and page replies. The filaments (computation) are ex

plicitly placed and the data elements are implicitly placed. Hence, the placement 

of filaments really performs both steps described above. In this chapter we will 

discuss general data placement, with reference to Filaments only when necessary. 

One can consider the "input" to be a complete Filaments program with an arbitrary 

placement of filaments onto nodes. 

Most current approaches determine data placements statically. They can gen

erally be divided into two categories: those using language primitives, such as the 

ones in HPF [HPF93], or those using compiler analysis, such as the work reported 

in [AL93], [GB93], and [KK94]. Language primitives involve the programmer in the 

54 
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choice of data placement; imfortunately, the best placement may be difficult or im

possible for the programmer to determine. Compiler analysis aJso may not be able 

to infer the best data placement; moreover, the difficulty of inferring placements 

greatly increeises the size and complexity of the compiler. 

We determine data placements dynamically rather than requiring programmers 

or compilers to make such decisions. Our approach has been implemented in a 

prototype system called Adapt, which has the following attributes: 

• Given some initial data placement, Adapt monitors the effect of the placement 

(with low overhead) and changes it to a better one if needed. 

• Neither the programmer nor the compiler need be involved in the selection of 

the initial or new data placements. 

• Adapt supports data placements with variable sized blocks which to our knowl

edge is not supported by current languages or compilers. 

• Programs written using Adapt will run efficiently on machines and networks 

with varying ratios of processor to network speed. 

Adapt is given (or chooses) some initial data placement and then monitors com

putation time, communication overhead, and delays on each node to determine if 

a different placement would lead to a shorter overall completion time for the com

putation. When it finds a better placement, it changes to this new placement. 

Adapt continues to monitor the program, and if the characteristics of the appli

cation change, it changes the placement again. The ability to change placements 

during execution is especially important for problems—such as particle-in-cell codes 

[Har64]—for which the best data placement can vary over the course of the appli

cation [PAM94]. 

Our method depends on detecting non-local data references, which Adapt im

plements by instrumenting the Filaments distributed shared memory (DSM) sub

system. Although there is no inherent limitation to using this method on machines 
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with a hardware-provided shared memory such machines typically do not allow ac

cess to information on cache hits and misses.^ Hence, in this chapter we limit the 

discussion to distributed-memory machines. 

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 describes the 

data placement problem and the range of possible placements. Section 4.2 gives 

an overview of Adapt and its implementation. Section 4.3 discusses other data 

placement methods. Finally, Section 4.5 summarizes the chapter. 

4.1 Framework for Data Placement 

A data placement is a mapping of the data elements in a program to the memories 

of the nodes. There is some initial placement when a program begins execution; it 

can be changed, or remapped^ in the middle of execution. The ideal data placement 

minimizes the overall completion time of an application. Because all nodes coop

erate in order to complete an application, the completion time of the slowest node 

determines the completion time of the application. 

Three factors affect the completion time of a node: computation time, com

munication overhead, and delay. Computation time is essentially the time spent 

executing application code, communication overhead is time spent executing low-

level code that copies messages to and from the network, and delay is time spent 

waiting for other nodes to complete their computation or respond to a message. 

This section first describes our models of computation and communication and how 

a data placement affects computation time, communication overhead, and delays. 

Then we discuss the range of data placements and their relation to representative 

applications. 

Our computational model is Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) [HKT92], 

in which each process executes the same code but references a different subset of the 

data elements. We also consider only iterative computations, because placing data 

dynamically depends on having computations that exhibit repeated access patterns, 

^One could develop a tool to gather this information, which would allow Adapt to work on 
hardware shared-memory architectures. 
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giving a run-time data placement method the opportxinity to detect these patterns 

and use them to maice a placement choice'. (Iterative computations comprise a laxge 

subset of scientific applications.) Hence, each process contains one or more loops, 

with each loop consisting of a sequence of application code/barrier pairs. Data 

placement remappings axe made only at the Icist barrier point in a loop, because 

that is the one point at which information exists about every code segment in the 

loop. 

We Eissimie that any node can reference any data element. We tilso assume the 

owner-computes [HKT92] rule, which means each data element has an "owner" node 

and that is the only node that will update the element; however, other nodes may 

reference the element. 

The data placement affects both computation time and communication overhead. 

Because of the owner-computes rule, the number of data elements each node owns 

determines the time it spends computing. Commimication (message pzissing) occurs 

when a node accesses a non-local data element while updating a local data element; 

this, along with where the data elements are placed, determines the communication 

overhead on a node. This communication can be implemented implicitly (e.g. by 

a distributed shared memory) or explicitly (e.g. by a compiler). In either case, 

communication results in overhead to transfer the data from the application process 

to the network, and from the network to the application process on the receiving 

machine. 

Both the computation time and communication overhead on a node can lead to 

delay. If the total computation and overhead between the nodes is unbalanced, they 

will finish at different times, causing the early finishing nodes to block at a barrier 

point waiting for the others to finish. Also, after a node transfers a message to the 

network, it may need to block waiting for the reply to that message. The key for a 

good data placement is balancing the computation between the nodes—to minimize 

synchronization delay—while also minimizing the number of messages—to minimise 

^We do not consider fork/join applications, as they have unpredictable data au:cess patterns 
and hence are not amenable to static or dynamic analysis. 
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communication overhead aJid message delay. 

The elements of a data structure can be placed on the nodes in numerous ways. 

However, the goals of simultaneously balancing computationeil load and minimiz

ing commimication often conflict, as there is an interaction between the two. For 

example, one placement extreme is to put all data elements on one node; this will 

minimize communication (there is none), but it also maximizes load imbalance (all 

other nodes are idle), which leads to large delays at barrier points. The other ex

treme is to assign elements randomly to nodes; this will (probabilistically) balance 

the load, but the lack of spatial locality will most likely lead to a large amount of 

communication. 

Below we describe a feasible set of data placements and a representative appli

cation for each. The best placement is dependent on both application and machine 

characteristics. Application characteristics include data access patterns and compu

tation required to update each element; machine chciracteristics include processor, 

memory, and communication speeds. For explcinatory purposes, we restrict our at

tention to the placement of the elements of a single two-dimensional 16 x 16 array 

onto 4 nodes. 

One aiternative is use a block placement, which places a logically contiguous set 

of approximately the same number of data elements on each node. This mapping, 

called BLOCK in HPF, could distribute just one dimension of a matrix—in which 

case elements in the same row or column are mapped to the same node—or it could 

distribute both dimensions. (For an n dimensional array, up to n dimensions of the 

array could be distributed.) For example, a one-dimensional mapping places a group 

of 4 contiguous rows on each node, whereas two-dimensional mapping places a square 

8x8 subarray on each node^. Contiguous placements tend to work well for stencil-

based applications such as Jacobi iteration, because such applications have spatial 

and temporal locality, a balanced workload, and regular communication between 

neighboring nodes, as shown below. 

^Whether it is better to distribute one dimension or two is dependent on problem size, commu
nication latency, and communication bandwidth. In general, a one-dimensional mapping results 
in fewer messages than a two-dimensional mapping, but it communicates more data per message. 
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Some applications that have locality ajid a regular "neaxest neighbor" communi

cation pattern do not have a balanced workload. An example is particle-in-cell codes 

[Har64], which simulate the behavior of particles over time. Each time step consists 

of updating grid cells (similar to Jacobi iteration) and then moving the particles 

according to the laws of physics. It is still usually best to use a contiguous mapping 

for such applications, but the mapping may need to assign each node a different 

number of elements in order to balance the workload. In particular, the number of 

elements per node should match the distribution of particles. For example, if many 

more particles reside in the top rows than in the middle or bottom rows, then a 

possible one-dimensional mapping would be to map rows 0 through 2 to node 0, 

rows 3 through 8 to node 1, and so on. We will refer to these placements as vari

able block*, a generalization of the block placement. If the workload is fairly well 

balanced by such a placement, performance should be quite reasonable. Particle-in-

cell is also an application where remapping can be beneficial, because the particles 

move dynamically through the array, and hence the distribution of particles can 

vary dramatically over time. 

Another placement method is to stripe data across the nodes. For example, a 

one-dimensional striped mapping (called CYCLIC in HPF) maps rows 0, 4, 8, and 12 

to node 0; rows 1, 5, 9, and 13 to node 1; and so on. Striped placements can handle 

problems with changing workloads well, because if the amount of work per element 

decreases within the computation, a striped placement balances the load without 

a need for remapping. (Using a variable-block mapping, such as the one described 

in the particle example, would balance the load temporarily, but as the workload 

decreases, periodic remapping would be needed.) 

Striped placements have fairly poor spatial locality, so they are typically useful 

only when the amount of communication in an application is (relatively) independent 

of the data placement. LU decomposition is an example of an application with a 

changing workload and a placement-independent communication pattern. 

A compromise between the contiguous and striped mappings is to combine the 

"'HPF does not support such placements. 
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Application .Jacobi LU Particle Simulation ADI 

Computation Balanced Unbalanced Unbalanced Balanced 

Locality Import «int Not important Important Important 

Best Placement BLOCK CYCLIC Variable Blocks Compromise 

Static approach? Yes Yes No Maybe 

Table 4.1: Summary of application characteristics. 

two methods and. stripe contiguous regions onto each processor. An example of such 

a one-dimensional mapping, where 2 contiguous sets of elements are striped across 

the nodes, would be placing rows 0, 1, 8, and 9 on node 0; rows 2, 3, 10, and 11 on 

node 1; and so on. We denote this placement BL0CKCYCLIC(2)®. (The parameter 

refers to the size of blocks mapped to each node, not the number of blocks.) 

This kind of placement is useful when the parallelism is not perfect; i.e. the 

application has dependencies that prevent full parailelization, usually resulting in 

pipelined code. In such applications, such as the second sweep in Alternate Direction 

Integration [McM86], a node must wait for data from other nodes before starting 

to perform computation. Contiguous placements would exacerbate this delay, and 

a fully striped placement would cause excess communication. Hence, a combination 

placement can be a good compromise. Table 4.1 summarizes applications and data 

placements. 

Jacobi iteration example 

Consider again a portion of the Jacobi iteration example from Chapter 2. Assume 

there are 4 nodes (denoted by dNumNodes), and n (the problem size) is 16. Recall 

that dAllocate allocates an array in DSM space, a pool consists of one or more 

filaments, and fFilament2 creates a filament with 2 arguments. 

®The HPF equivalent to this is CYCLIC(2), but we use the Fortran D notation of 
BL0CKCYCLIC(2) because it more clearly denotes the combination mapping. 
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void jacobi(int i, j) { 

double temp; 

newCi]Cj] = (oldCi-l]Cj] + other neighbors)/4; 

temp = absval(new[i] [j] - old[i][j]); 

if (temp > RVal(mjixdiff)) then 

RValCmaxdiff) = temp; 

> 

void mainO { 

/* declarations of local variables •/ 

/* create 2uid initialize the shared variables */ 

f InitO ; 

adpInitO; /» enable automatic filament placement */ 

ps = fPoolSetArr(2, jacobi, convergenceCheck); 

pool = fPoolArrCps, num.fil); 

for (i = 1; i < n-1; i++) { 

pool.id = whichPoolO; /• determine pool */ 

for (j = 1; j < n-1; j++) 

fFilament(*ps, pool[pool.id], i, j); 

} 
fStart (); 

In this example the application initializes startrowand endrowso that filaments 

axe created in a one-dimensional block placement; node 0 creates filaments (0,0) to 

(3,15), node 1 creates (4,0) to (7,15), cind so on. When the computation begins, 

the new and old matrices physicaJly reside (and have been initialized) on node 0. 

Filaments on each node execute one at a time, calling the jacobi function with the 

appropriate parameters. On all nodes (except 0), the first filament that executes 

references non-local data; for example, suppose filament (4,3) is the first to execute 

on node 1. It references old[4,2] , old[4,4] , old[3,3] , old[5,3], old[4,3], and 

new [4,3]. Some of these references cause page faults, resulting in node 1 implicitly 

acquiring the data necessary to complete these references. After the first iteration, 

all nodes will have acquired all the data necessary to execute all their filaments. 

In this example the block assignment of filaments to nodes causes each node to 
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obtain the corresponding block of the old and new matrices. For example, node 1 

creates fUaments for rows 4-7 and subsequently obteiins and becomes the owner of 

those pages containing rows 4-7 of both matrices. Node 1 also obtains read copies 

of pages containing rows 3 and 8. 

A poor assignment of filaments to nodes results in excess communication caused 

by access to non-local data, which must be acquired either from another processor's 

cache or another node's memory. In the above example, a block placement is a good 

one because (after the first iteration) only filaments computing points in the top and 

bottom rows potentially reference remote data; the total zunount of communication 

(in the system) per iteration is 0{pn), where p is the number of nodes and n is the 

problem size. A (poor) alternative is to eissign filaments to nodes cyclically; this 

could be achieved by changing the main program above to look as follows: 

void mainC) { 

for (i = dMyNode; i < n-1; i+=dNumNodes) { 
pool_id = whichPoolO; /* determine pool »/ 
f o r  ( j  = 1 ;  j  <  n - 1 ;  j + + )  

fFilaiiient(*ps, pool [pool_id] , i, j); 
} 
fStart(); 

} 

In this case, node 0 creates filaments corresponding to rows 0, 4, 8, and 12; 

node 1 creates rows 1, 5, 9, and 13; and so on. The same amount of data is 

initially transferred, but on iteration i, every filament potentially makes an off-node 

reference (e.g. computing row i requires reading rows i — 1 and i -I- 1), leading to 

O(n^) communication, much more than the block placement (assuming n >> p). 

4.2 Adapt and its Implementation 

The Adapt system chooses data placements that attempt to minimize the comple

tion time of an application. Adapt is given some initial data placement by the 
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programmer or compiler and then employs three steps. First, it acquires informa

tion at run-time about the code segments that are iu loops. Next, it uses this 

information to choose a data placement that tries to minimize both communication 

overhead and delay by balancing the computation and minimizing the number of 

messages. Finally, it effects the new placement and continues to monitor the compu

tation in case the workload changes. Regardless of the initial placement (the default 

is currently BLOCK), Adapt finds a better placement when necessary. Below we dis

cuss how Adapt monitors the computation (Section 4.2.1), determines a placement 

(Section 4.2.2), and effects and continues to monitor this placement (Section 4.2.3). 

The current implementation of Adapt is implemented within Distributed Fil

aments (DF). It supports multi-dimensional arrays and distributes only the first 

dimension (rows). It requires that code segments in loops have the same communi

cation pattern. We describe possible extensions to Adapt in Sections 4.3 and 4.5. 

4.2.1 Adapt Monitoring 

Adapt gathers information about the communication pattern and computation time 

for each code segment. Communication in Adapt is performed implicitly by the DSM 

provided by DF. Adapt uses this DSM to determine the communication pattern and 

number of messages. It also uses the UNIX gettimeofdayO command to estimate 

execution times. 

The system must determine communication overhead, computation time, and 

both synchronization delay and message delay. Below we describe how Adapt de

termines communication overhead and message delay, and how the system estimates 

computation time. Adapt does not need to measure synchronization delay, as the 

maximum delay (which is all that matters) is implicit in the completion time of the 

slowest node. 

Communication Monitoring 

Adapt monitors communication using DSM page faults and the DSM page table. It 

estimates C,-, the time due to communication overhead and message delay on node 
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Figure 4.1: Portioa of page table showing nearest-neighbor communication pattern. 

i, using the following formula®: 

Ci = TJii * D + Si * S 

The factors m,- and s,- refer to the number of messages node i sends and services, 

respectively. Adapt instruments the DSM to count m,- and s,-. On the other hand, 

the system determines D and 5 statically by running isolated tests for each new 

architecture Alternatively, Adapt could obteiin them by monitoring the appropriate 

DSM routines, which would make the system more self-contained. The delay, D, 

is the round-trip message time, which is the cumulative time for a page request 

message to travel to a remote node, be serviced, and the page reply to travel back 

to the requesting node. The service time, 5, is the time a node spends servicing a 

page request. 

Adapt determines the communication pattern by inspecting the pattern of page 

faults on each array through the page table. Currently, Adapt recognizes two pat

terns: nearest-neighbor and broadcast. In the nearest-neighbor communication pat

tern, node i needs to communicate values with nodes f + 1 and z — 1. This pattern 

occurs on an array when (1) each node has a distinct subset of exclusive-access 

pages of the array and (2) neighboring nodes have read access to consecutive sets 

®This formula is actually pessimistic, because a node could be servicing another node's message 
while waiting for a reply. In eiddition, some of the delay can be eliminated by overlapping commu
nication and computation, as is done in Distributed Filaments and Active Messages [vCGS92]. 
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Figure 4.2: Portion of page table showing broadc£ist communication pattern. All 

nodes read page which is owned by node 0. 

of pages of the array, with each node owning one set. Figure 4.1 illustrates a page 

table showing nearest-neighbor communication between 2 nodes. 

A broadcast pattern means that one node writes a value, there is a barrier 

synchronization point, and then all nodes read the value. Adapt detects a broadcast 

pattern on an array if there are a pair of code segments that exhibit the following 

characteristics: (1) in the first segment one node writes to a subset of pages of the 

cirray, (2) in the second segment each node has a distinct subset of exclusive-access 

pages of the array, and (3) in the second segment all nodes read the subset of pages 

that were written in the first segment. Figure 4.2 illustrates this scenario. 

Computation Monitoring 

Adapt instruments the code to obtain the time a node spends computing the data 

elements it owns. The system uses rows as its unit of placement (i.e., it only dis

tributes the first dimension), because the granularity of elements is too small, and 

using any unit larger than rows would rule out fully-striped placements that may 

be needed for good performance. 

Adapt obtains the row times by placing each row of filaments in a separate pool. 
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It also associates a timer with each pool; when a pool of filaments starts executing, 

the system starts the timer. Whenever sm executing nijiment is interrupted by a 

page fault or a page request message, the system stops the timer. The timer is 

once again started when the filament resumes. Each node computes the times spent 

accessing its rows; these times are combined at the barrier synchronization point to 

obtain the total computation time T. 

4.2.2 Adapt Algorithm 

Adapt uses the communication and computation information to choose a placement. 

Given the total time T and the number of nodes P, T/P represents the amount of 

computation each node should perform for a perfectly balanced load. Adapt maps 

the rows to the nodes by a simple bin-packing procedure that is dependent on the 

communication pattern. 

If the communication pattern is nearest neighbor, each node starts with one 

bin. Adapt packs the bins so that each contains consecutive rows and the estimated 

total time on the node is as close as possible to TjP. This forms a variable block 

placement'^ as described in the particle simulation example in Section 4.1. However, 

even the best possible contiguous single-bin packing may not sufficiently balance the 

load. Therefore, Adapt also investigates contiguous multiple-bin packings. In this 

case the system packs the first bin on each node up to but not exceeding TjP. This 

results in leftover rows in general, which are packed (contiguously) into the extra 

bins on each node to bring the total time closer to T/P. Adapt adds bins until the 

load is sufficiently balanced. 

Adapt takes into account that balancing workload can cause extra communica

tion. In particular, for the nearest-neighbor pattern, each additional bin results in 2 

more messages per node. For each number of bins. Adapt estimates the completion 

time on each node; the overall completion time is the completion time of the slowest 

node (this is how synchronization delay is accounted for). The system chooses the 

placement with the smallest of these completion times. 

^The algorithm is intended to run quickly and produce a good pjicking, not an optimal one. 
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An example of Adapt's algorithm is shown below for a nearest-neighbor commu

nication pattern, with n = 8 and p = 2. Suppose the communication overhead is 7 

and the computation times accessing each row are: 

Row 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Time 2 2 6 5 1 4 2 2 

The total time in this exaimple is 24 units, so to baiajice the load each node 

should compute 12 units. The table below shows the estimated completion time 

using both one and two bins on each node. Bins axe denoted by [ ], with the numbers 

inside indicating the rows that bin contains. (For example, [4-6,8] indicates a bin 

containing rows 4, 5, 6, and 8.) 

Bins Node 0 Node 1 Comm. Overhead To T, Compl. Time 

1 [1-3] [4-81 7 10 14 14 + 7 

2 [1-3], [8] (4-7], [ 1 27 12 12 12 + 27 

In this example, one can see that the first placement leads to a completion time 

of 14 + 7 units, and the second 12 + 27 units. Again, the completion time is the time 

of the slowest node. If 7 is 2 the two placements give the same completion time; if 

7 is less than 2, the second placement is preferable; and if 7 is greater than 2, the 

first placement is better. Of course, 7 is machine dependent. 

If the communication pattern is broadcast, the number of messages is the same 

for all placements considered by Adapt. Each node needs to access a specific set of 

rows, independent of the rows mapped to the node. Consequently, the communica

tion overhead is constant over any number of bins. 

Adapt uses a history of execution time to make the decision of how to pack the 

bins. If the computation times on a nodes have been relatively constant over several 

iterations, the same algorithm is used as in the nearest-neighbor case (start with 

one bin per node, and potentially add bins for leftover rows). Differing computation 

times on a node over several iterations indicate that the workload is increasing or 
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decreasing. In tiiis Ccise Adapt uses a different bin-packing procedure: if the problem 

size is N, each node starts with N/P bins (instead of one) and with capacity of each 

bin T/N (instead oiT/P). Adapt effects a placement resembling CYCLIC by placing 

rows in the nodes' bins in a round-robin manner. Revisiting the above example and 

assuming the system detects a changing workload, there would be 4 bins on each 

node and a capacity per bin of 3. The table below shows the placement that Adapt 

would choose for this example. 

Bins Node 0 Node 1 To Ti Completion Time 

4 [1],[3],[5],[7] [2],[4],[6],[8] 11 13 13 

Note that the communication overhead is omitted because it is constant; again, 

this indicates that the communication overhead is independent of the data place

ment. This packing will find an appropriate placement for applications such as LU 

decomposition with a decreasing workload (see Section 4.1). 

4.2.3 Changing the Data Placement 

Once a new data placement has been chosen. Adapt changes the placement by de

stroying and recreating filaments on each node. Consider again the Jacobi iteration 

example (16 x 16 array, 4 nodes). If the filaments initially use a BLOCK placement, 

the first 4 rows of filaments are placed on node 0, the second 4 on node 1, and so 

on. To modify the placement to CYCLIC, at the next barrier node 0 (the root of 

the logical tree formed for the barrier) sends the new pattern along with the barrier 

response message. All nodes then destroy aJl filaments and create new ones such 

that rows 0, 4, 8, and 12 are placed on node 0; rows 1, 5, 9, and 13 are placed on 

node 1, and so on. Because filament creation is very fast, this method of "moving" 

filaments is much faster than actually sending messages containing filciments. As 

Adapt uses the owner-computes rule, any filaments that have changed nodes will 

make remote data accesses; the underlying DSM then implicitly moves the data. 

After a placement has been changed. Adapt continues to monitor the applica

tion to detect when a different placement might be better. (This can happen when 
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chajacteristics change in the middle of a loop, such as in particle simulation.) Adapt 

uses a more coarse-grain monitoring: it gathers only the overall computation and 

communication times on each node during each iteration, which incurs only a small 

overhead. Each node includes these times with each barrier synchronization mes

sage. A large variance in the computation times suggests an imbalanced load, which 

might require a placement that better balances the load. An increase in the com

munication times suggests excess communication, which might require a placement 

with more locality. If either is detected, Adapt notifies the nodes before the start 

of the next iteration. All nodes then re-enable the fine-grain monitoring (time each 

row, etc.) eind repeat the algorithm described above to determine the new (if any) 

best placement. 

4.3 Related Work 

Data placement can be supported by language-level primitives, compilers, or (less 

commonly) run-time systems. With language primitives, the programmer annotates 

each array with a placement (e.g. [HPF93, HKK'''91, RSW91, ZBG88, CMZ92, 

TCF94]). There are two principal advantages to using language primitives. First, 

the programmer does not have to program communication explicitly; given the data 

placement specification, the compiler can generate a program with eflBcient commu

nication because it knows exactly how the data is placed. Second, the programmer 

has full control over the program and can potentially write a very efficient program. 

Unfortunately, using language primitives can hinder both programming ease and 

program portability. Because the data placement determines the computation and 

message placement (by the owner-computes rule), the programmer is forced to an

alyze the paxallelization and communication of a program when deciding which 

placement to use [AL93, GB92]. Also, in many complex programs, the programmer 

may not know the best data placement. Gupta and Banerjee discuss the difficulty 

in placing the data in the relatively small (only a few hundred lines) Eispack library 

routine tTed2 in [GB92]. Because the best placement for some of the arrays changes, 

it is unclear how best to place the arrays. Finally, when moving the program to 
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a new axchitecture with a different ratio of computation to communication speed, 

the prograjnmer may need to change the placement primitives to achieve good per-

formaxice. For example, placements that incur a lot of communication might be 

fecisible given a very fast network. 

With a compiler-based approach, the compiler infers a placement for each ax-

ray in the source code by inspecting loops and array accesses (e.g. [GB93, LC90, 

BFKK91, HA90, LC91, KLS90, Soc91]). Generally, compilers use this information 

to determine the alignment and distribution of each array. The alignment phjise 

determines which dimensions of each array are aligned with respect to one another 

[GB92]. The distribution phase actually places a subset of each array onto a node. 

The compiler approach has two principle advantages: the programmer neither need 

be involved in placing data nor in porting programs to new architectures (assuming 

the compiler exists on the new machine). On the other hand, there are problems for 

which the best data placement can be determined only at run time, such as mesh 

refinements and particle codes [PAM94]. The behavior of these applications is input 

dependent and thus changes unpredictably over the course of execution. Further

more, procedure calls, pointers, and dynamic loop boimds caji hinder the compiler's 

effort to determine the best data placement for problems otherwise amenable to 

static analysis. 

Recent compiler research has focused on approaches to generating dynamic data 

placements. The dynamic alignment problem has been studied in [KLD92] and 

[CGST93]. Compilers that generate dynamic distributions have been studied in 

[AL93] and [KK94]. Most of this work focuses on programs that access arrays 

in row-major order and then later in column-major order. Assuming a language 

with a row-major implementation, the first set of accesses are usually perfectly 

parallelizable. However, the second set of accesses require either message pipelining 

[RP89] or an array transpose after the row-major phase. The compiler analyzes this 

tradeoff and may choose either a static or dynamic data placement. 

A run-time system approach defers the data-placement decision until run time. 
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Adapt, ALEXI [Who91], CHAOS [HMS'*'95], and the inspector/executor [SMC91]®, 

take this approach. Run-time approaches can produce good placements for a larger 

class of applications because of the increased information available at run time, but 

it incurs additional overhead. 

ALEXI [Who91] employs a static cost model for language primitives—based on 

the cost of machine primitives—and then uses a hill-climbing heuristic executed at 

run time to determine a good data placement. ALEXI does not allow data place

ments to change over the course of the application. Like Adapt, ALEXI eliminates 

difficulties caused by procedure calls, pointers, and run-time loop bounds. Further

more, the ALEXI system will always choose the best data placement from axnong 

those it considers (it does not use run-time measurements), because the language 

it models has explicit parallelism and specific communication costs for each state

ment in the laiiguage. ALEXI has the same basic philosophy as Adapt: the best 

time to determine data placement is at rim time. However, unlike ALEXI, Adapt 

allows a data placement to change over the course of an application, uses a shared-

memory programming model, and does not require a priori information on the costs 

of statements or machine primitives. 

CHAOS [HMS''"95] also places data at run time. The paper found that, for 

a particle simulation, remapping data is crucial to good performance. However, 

CHAOS checks for remapping every 40 iterations. Adapt, on the other hand, checks 

for remapping only when triggered by its low-overhead monitoring. 

4.4 Discussion 

In this section we compare the relative merits of the language, compiler, and run

time data placement methods by revisiting application classes and explaining which 

method works best for each. 

Jacobi iteration and LU decomposition are application kernels—they represent 

®The inspector/executor model is similar to Adapt in the sense that it monitors a loop to 
determine communication patterns. However, it is concerned with optimizing communication, 
whereas the goal of Adapt is to determine data placements. 
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large classes of applications but are not themselves complex programs. These kernels 

are characterized by regxilcir data access and computation patterns, and hence they 

are simple enough both for programmers to understand and compilers to analyze in 

order to choose a good data placement. Adapt can also ecisily analyze the commu

nication pattern and computation load, so it too can choose a good placement. This 

causes some execution-time overhead due to monitoring and possible remapping. 

For simple kernels that can be easily analyzed, the language or compiler approach 

is generally better than the run-time approach. 

Particle simulation represents another class of application with regular data ac

cess patterns but unpredictable workloads. Programmers and compilers cannot de

termine the best placement in general without knowing both the initial distribution 

of the particles and the ways in which the particles will move. Neither is usually 

known in advance, so unless the programmer or compiler happens to pick a place

ment that balances the load, performance will suffer. The programmer therefore 

must customize the program for each different data set. With Adapt no program 

modification is necessary. For particle simulation zind similar applications, the run

time method is generally better than the lemguage or compiler method. 

Jacobi, LU, and particle simulation are kernels of applications. A key issue is 

how well the different approaches to data placement perform on larger applications 

that are composed of several kernels or that have several iterative phases. With 

the language-based method, the programmer has to exzimine a large program and 

predict how data structures will be used in different parts of the program. Gener

ally an array will be updated in one part of the program and read later in another 

part; it is possible that the best placement is different in each paurt of the program. 

Whether a remapping or a combination placement is best requires the programmer 

not only to have extensive understanding of the application, but also of the under

lying hardware [KK94]. With the compiler-based method, determining whether to 

remap requires extensive analysis. Furthermore, larger programs are more likely to 

contain procedures and aliases, hindering a compiler's effort. 

Adapt works on some of these types of "multi-kernel" applications. Currently it 
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can remap data between loops, but not within loops containing code segments with 

different communication patterns. (These can be handled by the approach used in 

[KK94].) If extended, Adapt could find data placements for some of these applica

tions, but certain types of remappings, such as transpose, would pose a problem. 

On balance, however, the best placement strategy for large applications varies with 

the specific apphcation; all three approaches have both advantages and drawbacks. 

4.5 Summary 

This chapter presented an approach to data placement that allows the placement 

to adapt to the needs of the application. The next chapter will show that the 

performzince of Adapt is very reasonable on appUcations for which a good placement 

can be statically determined by the programmer or compiler. More importantly, the 

performance of Adapt can be superior to any static scheme for problems that are 

impossible to analyze at compile time. Furthermore, Adapt supports a larger class 

of problems than compiler approaches, and it requires no help from the programmer 

in determining a data placement. 

We are investigating the possibility of integrating Adapt into a system that 

provides a shcired-memory model but an explicit message-passing implementation 

(such as HPF). The only information that Adapt obtains from the distributed shared 

memory is the number of messages and the communication pattern. If implemented 

in concert with a compiler. Adapt would have access to that information, because a 

compiler must insert compile- or run-time code to send and receive messages from 

designated nodes. A key attribute of Adapt is that it times computation, whereas 

computational workload can only be approximated in a compiler. Integrating Adapt 

with a compiler would allow the support of pipeUned applications, where the main 

issue is the size of the blocks to be communicated, its parameters, such as the load 

imbalance threshold. 



CHAPTER 5 

Performance 

The performance of fine-grain parailelism and run-time decision making must 

be very close to that of coarse-grain parallelism and static decision making. In 

this chapter we analyze the performance of both Filaments and Adapt. First, we 

present application-independent Filaments overheads. Next, we compare the per

formance of fine-grain programs using Shared Filaments (SF) to their coarse-grain 

counterparts. We then compare the performance of fine-grain programs with im

plicit communication in Distributed Filaments (DF) to coarse-grain programs with 

explicit communication. We further investigate run-time decision making by com

paring the performance of DF programs using Adapt to DF programs that use a 

statically determined data placement. Finally, we perform a detailed analysis of 

several mechaxiisms in SF and DF and then compaxe a program that maJces all de

cisions at run-time to one that makes all decisions statically. We conclude with a 

summary and discussion of the results. 

5.1 Testing Methodology and Hcirdware 

Our testing method is to develop a sequential program, a Filaments program, and 

a baseline program. The sequential program is used to compute speedups of the 

Filaments and baseline programs. The Filaments program is a fine-grain parallel 

program with one process (filament) for each logical unit of work. The same Fila

ments program is used in the shared- and distributed-memory programs. The base

line program depends on the particular test. When comparing to Shared Filaments, 

the baseline program is a coarse-grain parallel program that statically divides the 

work among the processors. When comparing to Distributed Filaments, the base

line program additionally uses explicit message passing for communication. Finally, 
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when comparing to Adapt, the baseline program is a Distributed Filciments pro

gram that uses a statically determined data placement. The baseline programs are 

representative of the best a sophisticated programmer or compiler could do. 

To ensiire fairness and accuracy (and hence the legitimacy) of each comparison, 

all application code is as similar as possible. For example, the bzisic blocks and 

memory allocation scheme are the same in the sequential, Filaments, and baseline 

programs for each application. Additionally, the sequential programs were written 

without any parallel constructs, and the baseline programs were written without 

using Filaments (e.g., coarse-grain parallel programs use the vendor subroutine li

braries). 

All shared-memory programs were run on a Silicon Graphics Iris 4D/340 mul

tiprocessor, which has a 33 MHz clock, 64Kbyte instruction cache, 64Kbyte data 

cache, and a 256Kbyte secondary data cache. While the 4D/340 does not repre

sent the newest generation of symmetric multiprocessors, it has a dispeirity between 

processor and memory speeds that is commonplace today. 

All distributed-memory programs were run on a network of Sparc-1 workstations 

connected by a lOMbs Ethernet. Each workstation has a 25 MHz clock and a 

64K mixed instruction and data cache. The cluster is isolated so that no outside 

network traffic interferes with executing programs. The Sparc-1 machines are an 

order of magnitude slower than today's workstations, and its ratio of processor 

speed to network speed is reasonably similar to a modern cluster (e.g., 200 MHz 

Alpha processors with a 155 Mbps ATM network). 

Each test was run at leeist three times, and the reported result is the median. 

All tests used the gcc compiler with the optimization flag on and were run when 

no other user was on the machine. In practice we have found test results to be very 

consistent—the other UNIX daemon processes do not interfere. 

5.2 Application-Independent Filament Overheads 

Programs that use Filaments generally run slower than baseline programs because of 

the overheads that Filaments adds to an application. These overheads generally fall 
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into two categories: tangible, such as filament creation, switching between filaments, 

ajid faulting on pages; and intangible, such as lost compiler opLiniizatious and poor 

register allocation. 

We measured the tangible overheads, which are important because the perfor

mance of Filaments programs relative to baseline programs are dependent on the 

particular application. As the ratio of computation to communication increases, 

the Filaments overhead becomes relatively less significant. Measuring application-

independent overheads allows programmers to obteiin an idea of how well Filaments 

programs will perform relative to baseline programs on a particular machine. For 

example, if a new architecture has a page-fault handler ten times as faist as the 

handler on a Sparc, a Filaments program that incurs many faults may now run 

acceptably. 

5.2.1 Shared Filaments Overheads 

The important Shared Filaments (SF) overheads are shown in Table 5.1. Each is 

shown both as the time per operation and as the number of operations per second. 

Filament creation is very efficient (740,000 filaments in one second). As a base for 

comparison, this is two orders of magnitude faster than conventional lightweight 

threads (because SF does not use lightweight threads, we give numbers for SR 

processes). The cost of switching between filaments depends on whether or not they 

are inlined. Because inlining filaments eliminates a function call (zuid return), it 

improves performance by almost a factor of three. The cost of switching between 

lightweight threads is much larger due to the need to save a much larger state 

(register set, etc). 

Assuming that a decomposition of one filament per point is used, this means that 

an application with a 860 x 860 matrix (739,600 elements) will incur one second 

of overhead due to filament creation. Furthermore, the table shows that if it is 

possible to use inlining, the total amount of time due to switching between all 

739,600 filaments is less than a half-second. The amount of computation using a 

matrix of this size is likely to dwarf this overhead. 
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Operation Time (//s) ops/sec 

Filaments creation 1.35 740,000 

SR process creation 240 4,170 

Context switch 

Filaments 1.26 794,912 

Filaments Inlined 0.463 2,162,162 

Server Threads N/A N/A 

SR processes 62.3 16,050 

Table 5.1: Shaxed Filaments Overheads 

Nodes 2 4 

Shaxed Filaments Barrier 18 28 

SGI Library Barrier 33 56 

Table 5.2: Shared Filaments Barrier Synchronization (times in microseconds) 

Table 5.2 shows the other Shaxed Filaments overhead—barrier synchronization. 

The overhead of a baxrier is a function of the number of processors. SF uses a 

dissemination barrier [HFM88]. In each phase, each processor sets an element of a 

shared array indexed by its processor number and waits for another processor to set 

its element; there are a total of logp phases. The overhead in the table is the cost 

of the barrier only; in an actual application it is likely that the processors arrive 

at the barrier at different times, which increases the time a particular processor is 

at the barrier. The SF barrier actually performs much better than the SGI library 

barrier 

^We do not have access to the SGI implementation and hence have no explanation. 
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Operation Time Cus^ \i / opsjsec 

Filaments creation 2.94 339,683 

SR process creation 370 2,700 

Context switch 

Filaments 1.45 690,544 

Fil. Inlined 0.777 1,287,738 

Server Threads 48.8 20,500 

SR processes 126 7,940 

Table 5.3: Distributed Filaxnents Overheads 

Nodes 2 4 8 

Distributed Filaments Barrier 3.20 5.29 8.45 

Table 5.4: Distributed Filaments Baxrier Synchronization (times in milliseconds) 

5.2.2 Distributed Filaments Overheads 

The key overheads for Distributed Filaments (DF) are shown in Table 5.3. For 

comparison purposes, context switch times for the lightweight server threads are 

shown as well. Inlining filaments improves performance only by about a factor of 

2 (as opposed to almost 3 in SF). This is because the performance of unoptimized 

filaments on the Suns are better (relatively) than those on the SGI, which is probably 

due to the larger cache on the Sparc. 

DF uses a tournament barrier with broadcast dissemination, as discussed in 

Section 3.4. The DF barrier has 0(p) messages and a latency of O(logp) messages. 

Barrier synchronization times are shown in Table 5.4. They are about two orders 

of magnitude slower in DF than in SF, because of the large overhead of sending 

messages^. 

^No Sun library barrier exists, so we cannot compare it to the DF barrier time. 
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Action Time 

Send Message 41 

Receive Message 424 

Make Page Request 967 

Service Page Request 1642 

Table 5.5: Cost of various Distributed Filaments communication operations (times 

in microseconds) 

The key additional overhead in DF is DSM paging, which consists of four com

ponents: faulting on the page, and sending, receiving and servicing the resulting 

message (see Table 5.5). The faulting node incurs the first three overheads and the 

owner of the requested page bears the latter. These overheads are relatively high, 

making it important to avoid page faults as much as possible. In SF the memory 

consistency overhead is manifested in cache misses and loads, which we cannot mea

sure. However, we can safely say they are much lower than the analogous paging 

overheads. 

Figure 5.1 compares DF communication to explicit message passing as a means 

of interpreting Table 5.5, Both types of communication send a message containing 

the data. With explicit message passing this is statically programmed, whereas with 

DF data is sent in response to a page fault and a request message. Therefore, the 

cost of implicit communication in DF is larger by the cost of a page fault and a 

request. Its absolute overhead remains about the same as the size of the message 

grows. 

5.3 Performance of Shared Filaments 

This section describes the performance of 8 applications on shared-memory mul

tiprocessors: matrix multiplication, Jacobi iteration, LU decomposition, Tomcatv, 

Mandelbrot set, adaptive quadrature, quicksort, and binary expression trees. Pro-
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of explicit message passing to DSM. Semi-log graph. 

grams are tested using both Shared Filaments with (usually) one filament per point 

and coarse-grain parallelism with one process per processor. These tests show just 

the overhead of fine-grain parallelism, because both the fine- and coarse-grain pro

grams use hardware-supported shared memory. 

5.3.1 Matrix Multiplication 

Consider the problem of computing the matrix product of two n by n matrices a and 

6. The "natural" unit of parcillelism in this problem is one inner product, and there 

are inner products. Each inner product can be computed by a filament that 

executes once and terminates, so this application uses a speciaJ case of iterative 

filaments. The coarse-grain program creates one process per processor; each process 

c o m p u t e s  i n n e r  p r o d u c t s  f o r  a  c o n t i g u o u s  b l o c k  o f  t h e  r e s u l t  m a t r i x  i n  n e s t e d  f o r  

loops. 

The execution times for matrix multiplication are shown in Table 5.6. Although 

the fine-grain program creates and executes filaments, the Filaments program 
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Processors 1 2 1 4 

Filaments Time 

Filaments Speedup 

60.20 

0.99 

31.95 

1.86 

17.20 

3.45 

Coarse-Grain Time 

Coarse-Grain Speedup 

59.38 

1.00 

29.80 

1.99 

16.82 

3.53 

Sequential Time 59.30 

Table 5.6: Matrix Multiplication, 440 x 440 elements (times in seconds). 

is only slightly slower than the coarse-grain program (from 1.4% to 7.2%), because 

there is sufficient work per filament (n multiplications and n — 1 additions) to amor

tize the overhead of creation and execution. It also achieves good speedup relative to 

the sequential program: 1.86 and 3.45 on 2 cind 4 processors, respectively. Much of 

the overhead in the Filaments program comes from initialization, including the cre

ation of 193,600 filaments. The coarse-grain program does not contain this overhead 

and thus achieves better speedups (1.99 and 3.53 on 2 cind 4 processors). 

5.3.2 Jacobi Iteration 

The fine-grain Jacobi iteration program uses one filament per point of the solution 

array, and the coarse-grain program uses one process per processor. Both programs 

assign a contiguous strip of the target matrices to each processor. 

Table 5.7 shows the performance of the Jacobi iteration programs using a 300 x 

300 array. This program represents a challenge for Filaments, as the work per 

filament is small and independent of the problem size. Even so, on one node the 

Filaments program is only 1.6% slower than the sequential program. This is because 

of implicit coarsening and other optimizations in the Filaments package. Both the 

fine- and coarse-grain programs scale well relative to the sequential program, with 

speedups of 1.84 and 3.44 on 2 and 4 processors for the fine-grain program and 1.94 

and 3.53 for the coarse-grain program. 
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Processors 1 2 4 

Filaments Time 

Filaments Speedup 

44.96 

0.98 

24.06 

1.84 

12.87 

3.44 

Coarse-Grain Time 

Coarse-Grain Speedup 

44.24 

1.00 

22.75 

1.94 

12.52 

3.53 

Sequential Time 44.24 

Table 5.7: Jacobi iteration, size 300 x 300 e = 10"^, 360 iterations (times in seconds). 

Even though this is potentially a worst-case situation, the Filaments program 

performs slightly better relative to the coarse-grain program than in matrix multi

plication. This is because the problem is iterative; therefore, the Filaments package 

can effectively employ implicit coarsening. After the first iteration, the filaments' 

arguments are generated rather than loaded from memory. Thus the execution of 

the fine-grain program is very similar to that of the coarse-grain program for the 

second and subsequent iterations. 

5.3.3 LU Decomposition 

LU decomposition is used to solve the linear system Ax = b. First, decompose 

A into lower- and upper-triangular matrices, such that A = LU. Then Ax = b 

becomes Ax = LUx = 6, so the solution, x, is obtained by solving two triangular 

systems Ly = b and Ux = y. 

LU decomposition is an example of an application in which the load is not 

balanced. After a row is pivoted, it is never accessed again; as a result, the work 

decreases by one row and column on each iteration, with (n —fc-t-1)^ points updated 

on the Arth iteration for an n x n array. Hence towards the end of the computa

tion there is very little work, which limits the potential speedup. Both the fine-

and coarse-grain programs do static load balancing by assigning rows to processors 

cyclicly (the ith row goes to processor i mod p). The Filaments program uses two 
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Processors 1 2 4 

Filaments Time 

Filaments Speedup 

46.53 

0.97 

24.87 

1.81 

14.79 

3.04 

Coarse-Grain Time 

Coarse-Grain Speedup 

45.36 

0.99 

23.79 

1.89 

13.80 

3.26 

Sequenticil Time 45.02 

Table 5.8: LU Decompositioa, size 512 x 512 (times in seconds). 

pool sets, one to perform the pivot and one the elimination. 

Table 5.8 shows the performance of fine- and coarse-grain versions of LU decom

position. The coarse-grain program is slightly faster than the fine-grain progrcim, 

but both programs get only modest speedup on four processors due to the necessity 

of two barriers per iteration. 

5.3.4 Tomcatv 

Tomcatv is a mesh-generation algorithm obtained from the SPEC benchmark. This 

application uses 7 shared n x n matrices, and there are two phases in the compu

tation. The first phase computes residuals (representing the error); the second uses 

the residuals to update a tridiagonal matrix. There is a barrier after the first phase, 

and a reduction (to obtain the maximum residual) after the second phase. The pro

gram iterates until the maximum residual is small enough. Like LU decomposition, 

the Filaments program creates two pool sets, one for each phase. 

Table 5.9 gives the results of Tomcatv. The fine-grain program has 2 to 4 seconds 

of overhead relative to the coarse-grain program, which corresponds to 13.4% on four 

nodes 

^The Filaments program should perform better than it does. However, for reasons we cannot 
explain, it has the worst (relative) performance of any of the SF programs. 
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Processors 1 2 4 

Filaments Time 

Filaments Speedup 

110.3 

1.00 

57.37 

1.88 

34.24 

3.16 

Coarse-Grain Time 

Coarse-Grain Speedup 

108.1 

1.00 

55.46 

1.95 

30.21 

3.58 

Sequential Time 108.1 

Table 5.9: Tomcatv, size 257 x 257 (times in seconds). 

5.3.5 Mandelbrot Set Calculation 

The Maxidelbrot set [Dew85] is the set of complex numbers z such that + zY is 

bounded as n approaches infinity. To compute the set, one selects a region and a res

olution. The region specifies the range of values to test, and the resolution specifies 

the distance between complex numbers in the region (the resolution can intuitively 

be thought of as a mesh spacing). After each iteration, each point is checked to see 

if it heis exceeded a selected bound (ours is 1024). If it has, computation of that 

point ceases; otherwise, another iteration is performed. This continues until some 

specified number of iterations are performed. At this point, all numbers that have 

not exceeded the bound are in the Majidelbrot set. Because each point requires a 

different amount of computation, this application cein exhibit an imbaianced load. 

The fine-grain program creates one filament per point and assigns rows to pro

cessors cyclicly. The coarse-grain program also assigns the rows cyclicly to the 

processors. This results in a relatively load-balanced implementation, because adja

cent rows have nearly the same amount of work. Table 5.10 shows that there is very 

little difference in the execution times between the fine- and coarse-grain programs, 

as the fine-grain programs are always within 4.4% of the coarse-grain programs. 
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Processors I 2 4 

Filaments Time 

Filaments Speedup 

53.39 

0.98 

27.78 

1.89 

14.57 

3.60 

Coarse-Grain Time 

Coarse-Grain Speedup 

52.64 

1.00 

27.03 

1.94 

13.96 

3.75 

Sequential Time 52.38 

Table 5.10: Mandelbrot set calculation, size 600 x 600 (times in seconds). 

5.3.6 Adaptive Quadrature 

The fine-grain adaptive quadrature program creates a filament to compute each 

subinterval. In contrast, the coarse-grain program uses the dynamic "bag-of-tasks" 

paradigm [CGL86, And91] as described in Section 2.3.2. Using this paradigm guar

antees good load balance. (The sequential program uses ordinary recursion.) 

Table 5.11 shows the results of the fine- and coarse-grain versions of adaptive 

quadrature, using the function f{x) = sin x with x ranging from 1 to 35. Both 

the fine- and coarse-grain programs get excellent speedup. This is because both 

programs prune the parallelism; without pruning, the execution times increase dra

matically. When each filament does very little work, pruning is vital to amortize 

the cost of creating, managing, and synchronizing filaments. 

Although the bag-of-tasks program gets excellent speedup for the tests shown, 

our experience is that as the number of processes accessing the bag increases, per

formance dramatically decreaises [Low93]. This is because access to the bag becomes 

a bottleneck—even with pruning. 

5.3.7 Quicksort 

Quicksort is another recursive application that makes use of fork/join filaments. It 

differs from adaptive quadrature in that there is much more work in the recursive 

step. In the fine-grain version, each filament partitions its subarray and then forks 
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Processors 1 2 4 

Filaments Time 

Filaments Speedup 

61.92 

0.99 

31.70 

1.93 

16.91 

3.62 

Coarse-Grain Time 

Coarse-Grain Speedup 

61.34 

1.00 

30.91 

1.98 

16.30 

3.76 

Sequential Time 61.28 

Table 5.11: Adaptive quadrature, /(x) = e^sina: (times in seconds). 

Processors 1 2 4 

Filaments Time 

Filaments Speedup 

46.77 

0.98 

24.89 

1.88 

13.75 

3.40 

Coarse-Grain Time 

Coarse-Grain Speedup 

46.10 

1.00 

27.57 

1.67 

16.32 

2.82 

Sequential Time 46.10 

Table 5.12: Quicksort, 2,000,000 numbers (times in seconds). 

two filaments to sort the partitions. The algorithm for partitioning has to check ev

ery element in the subarray and swap several elements. Partitioning generally taJces 

much longer than the computational phase in adaptive quadrature, which contains 

one function call and a few arithmetic operations. The coarse-grain program again 

uses the bag-of-tasks paradigm. 

Table 5.12 gives the results of quicksort. The mediocre speedup on quicksort 

is due to the lengthy, sequential partitioning phase in the first few filaments that 

are created. In fact, the (theoretical) maximum speedup on four processors for 

quicksort is around 3.40. The fine-grain quicksort program scales much better than 

the coarse-grain program, because of contention for the bag. 
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5.3.8 Binary Expression Trees 

The fork/join paradigm can also be used to compute the value of a binary expres

sion tree, an application described in [EZ93]. The leaves are matrices and interior 

operators are matrix multiplication; the tree is traversed in parallel and the matrices 

axe multiplied sequentially"*. 

The fine-grain program uses fork/join filaments to traverse the tree in parallel. 

The matrices are multiplied sequentially because there is enough tree parallelism to 

keep all processors busy®. The coaxse-grain prograxn contains two pheises. In the 

first, the program divides the work up evenly among the processors. The second 

phase uses a (logical) combining tree to collect intermediate vaiues that each proces

sor calculates. Proceeding towards the top of the combining tree, half of the active 

nodes become inactive at each level. 

This application differs from quicksort in that the amount of work doubles with 

each level of the tree. At level i of the tree, 2' matrices must be multiplied. In con

trast, in quicksort, all levels contain exactly the same amount of work—all subarrays 

must be partioned, which is exactly the amount of work contained in partioning the 

entire array. This doubling of work in the binary expression tree program allows 

better potential for speedup. In fact, the (theoretical) potential for speedup on 4 

processors is around 3.85. 

Table 5.13 contains the results of running the matrix expression program with 

100 by 100 matrices and a balanced binary tree of height 7. Both the fine- and 

coarse-grain programs get excellent speedup. The matrices are ail stored in shared 

memory, which allows direct access and avoids costly message transfers of entire 

arrays (see Section 5.4.8). 

5.3.9 Summary 

We have described the implementation (on shared-memory machines) of 8 different 

applications using fine- and coarse-grain parallelism. In general, all programs at-

^This kind of program is used in computing Markov chains, for example. 
®With a large number of processors this might not be the case. 
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Processors 1 2 4 

Filaments Time 102 52.7 28.1 

Filaments Speedup 0.990 1.92 3.61 

Coarse-Grain Time 102 52.2 26.4 

Coarse-Grain Speedup 0.990 1.93 3.83 

Sequential Time 101 

Table 5.13: Binary expression tree evaluation, 100 x 100 matrices, tree of height 7 

(times in seconds). 

tain good speedup. Moreover, the performance of the fine-grain program is (except 

for one anomaly) always within 10% of the coaxse-grain program. This is accept

able run-time overhead for the programming (or compiler) convenience of fine-grain 

parallelism. 

5.4 Performance of Distributed Filaments 

This section describes the performance on a small network of workstation of the 

same 8 applications: matrix multiplication, Jacobi iteration, LU decomposition, 

Tomcatv, adaptive quadrature, quicksort, and binary expression trees. The fine-

grain programs are written using Distributed Filaments with (usually) one filament 

per point; the coaxse-grain programs use one process per processor and explicit 

message passing. These experiments show the overhead of both fine-grain parallelism 

and our software implementation of a shared-memory programming model. 

5.4.1 Matrix Multiplication 

The fine-grain program for matrix multiplication uses iterative filaments, one per 

point of the C matrix, and the write-invalidate page consistency protocol (PCP). 

Because there are no write conflicts in the C matrix, there is very little synchro

nization overhead (two barriers, one to ensure the master node initializes A and 
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Nodes 1 2 4 8 

Filaments Time 206 107 64.8 39.7 

Filaments Speedup 1.00 1.92 3.16 5.16 

Coarse-Grcdn Time 205 104 53.3 30.1 

Coarse-Grain Speedup 1.00 1.97 3.85 6.81 

Sequential Time 205 

Table 5.14: Matrix Multiplication, 512 x 512 elements (times in seconds). 

B before other nodes start computing, and one to ensure all nodes have computed 

their paxt of C before the master node prints it). In the coajse-grain prograxn, each 

node computes a horizontal contiguous strip of rows of the C matrix. A master 

node initializes the matrices and distributes all of B and the appropriate parts of A 

to the other nodes. All nodes send the portions of the C matrix that they computed 

to the master node. 

Table 5.14 shows results of matrix multiplication. In the fine-grain program, 

all p — 1 slave nodes must receive all of B and 1/p of A, so the number of page 

requests is O(pn^) in the fine-grain program, where n is the size of the (square) 

matrix. The master node must service all these page requests. The overhead to 

service 4032 page requests (the number in our test program) in the 8 node program 

is approximately 6.2 seconds, and the network is saturated by the large number of 

messages. This saturation results in an increase in the latency of acquiring pages 

and leads to workload imbalance. These factors explain the drop-off in speedup on 

4 and 8 nodes for the DF program. In the coarse-grain program, all slave nodes 

receive all the data they need before starting their computation. The distribution of 

the A and B matrices takes 5.1 seconds in the 8 node program. This initial overhead 

limits the speedup of the coarse-grain program. 
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Nodes 1 2 4 8 

Filaments Time 197 101 54.1 30.2 

Filaments Speedup 0.97 1.89 3.53 6.32 

Coarse-Grain Time 191 98.1 51.7 29.0 

Coarse-Grain Speedup LOO 1.94 3.69 6.59 

Sequential Time 191 

Table 5.15: Jacobi iteration, size 512 x 512, e = 10"^, 100 iterations (times in 

seconds). 

5.4.2 Jacobi Iteration 

The fine-grain version of Jacobi iteration uses 3 pools, one each for the boundary 

rows and one for the interior rows. This achieves the best overlap of communica

tion and computation. It also uses the implicit-invalidate PCP, which eliminates 

invalidation messages. The coarse-grain program also attains overlap by sending 

the boundary rows, computing the interior rows, and then computing the boundary 

rows. 

Table 5.15 shows the results of Jacobi iteration. The fine-grain program gets 

good speedup—3.53 on 4 nodes and 6.32 on 8 nodes. The gain of overlapping is 

10% on 8 nodes. The coarse-grain program gets slightly better speedup on 4 and 8 

nodes, and good speedup on 8 nodes. The gain of overlapping communication axid 

computation in the coarse-grain program is 14% on 8 nodes. As in Shared Filziments, 

the fine-grain program performs better relative to the coarse-grain program in Jacobi 

iteration than matrix multiplication, due to the implicit coarsening optimizations. 

5.4.3 LU Decomposition 

The fine- and coarse-grain programs are structured in the same manner as the 

shared-memory versions. Table 5.16 shows the results of LU Decomposition. As in 

the shared-memory version, a large problem size needs to be run to get reasonable 
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Nodes 1 1 2 4 8 

Filaments Time 544 287 159 96.6 

Filaments Speedup 0.97 1.85 3.33 5.49 

Coarse-Grain Time 532 281 154 92.6 

Coarse-Grain Speedup 1.00 1.89 3.44 5.75 

Sequential Time 530 

Table 5.16: LU Decomposition, size 800 x 800 (times in seconds). 

speedup because of the small ratio of computation to communication. The decreas

ing amount work hurts performance as processors increase. As in the shared-memory 

case, the fine-grain program is competitive with the coMse-grain program over all 

numbers of nodes. 

5.4.4 Tomcatv 

The distributed-memory fine- and coarse-grain programs for Tomcatv are very sim

ilar to their shared-memory counterparts. Table 5.17 gives the results of Tomcatv. 

Both the fine-and coarse-grain programs get good speedup.® The computation and 

communication characteristics are most similar to Jacobi iteration; in fact, the fine-

grain program uses the implicit coarsening optimization in exactly the same way as 

in Jacobi iteration. 

5.4.5 Mandelbrot Set Calculation 

Both the fine- and coarse-grain programs for Mauidelbrot set calculation are similar 

to their shared-memory counterparts, and both get good speedup, as can bee seen 

in Table 5.17. This is due to the large ratio of computation to communication— 

matrix points that are in the Mandelbrot set can require a lot of computation. The 

®The fine-grain program on one node runs faster than the coarse-grain and sequential program. 
This is most likely due to different memory layout or unpredictable code generation. 
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Nodes 1 2 4 8 

Filaments Time 415.7 232.4 122.9 70.23 

Filaments Speedup 1.02 1.83 3.46 6.06 

Coarse-Greiin Time 425.9 212.8 110.4 61.23 

Coarse-Grain Speedup 1.00 2.00 3.85 6.95 

Sequential Time 425.5 

Table 5.17: Tomcatv, size 257 x 257 (times in seconds). 

Nodes 1 2 4 8 

Filaments Time 160.9 81.83 42.29 22.47 

Filaments Speedup 0.99 1.95 3.78 7.11 

Coarse-Grain Time 159.7 79.97 40.20 20.33 

Coarse-Grain Speedup 1.00 2.00 3.97 7.86 

Sequential Time 197 

Table 5.18: Mandelbrot set calculation, size 512 x 512 (times in seconds). 

coarse-grain program performs better because the data is explicitly sent to each 

node, avoiding the overhead of using the distributed shared memory. 

5.4.6 Adaptive Quadrature 

The fine-grain adaptive quadrature program is identical to its shared-memory coun

terpart. However, the coarse-grain program is different. It divides the interval into 

some number of subintervals and then cyclicly assigns them to the nodes. Each 

node finds the total area of its subintervals using adaptive quadrature. Node 0 

collects all results and determines the total area. The bag-of-tasks program that 

worked well in the shared-memory case proved impractical for distributed-memory 

machines. Pruning is much more expensive to implement because the workers must 
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Nodes 1 2 4 8 

Filaments Time 

Filaments Speedup 

207 

0.95 

107.5 

1.84 

61.0 

3.22 

42.0 

4.69 

Coatrse-Grain Time (34 intervals) 

Coarse-Grain Speedup (34 intervals) 

198 

1.00 

116 

1.70 

72.3 

2.72 

58.4 

3.37 

Coarse-Grain Time (340 intervals) 

Coarse-Grain Speedup (340 intervals) 

201 

0.98 

104 

1.89 

53.5 

3.68 

30.1 

6.54 

Sequential Time 197 

Table 5.19: Adaptive quadrature, /(x) = e^sinx (times in seconds). 

query the bag manager after completing each task. What is needed is loceii bags 

and a low-overhead decentralized load balancing mechanism—which is what the Fil

aments implementation uses. However, the resulting program would no longer be 

coarse-grain. 

Table 5.19 shows the results obtained for adaptive quadrature. Speedups of 3.22 

and 4.69 were obtained on four nodes and eight nodes on the fine-grain program, 

respectively. The speedup tapers off as the number of nodes increases because the 

node evaluating the rightmost interval initially contains most of the work. With 

eight nodes, seven complete their initial work quickly and make load-balancing re

quests. This not only increases the number of messages but increases the likelihood 

of a load-balance denial (because only one node has sufficient work). 

The coarse-grain program performs much better than the fine-grain program 

when the number of intervals is large, because there are very little communication 

requirements (just the endpoints of the curve, the number of intervals, and the total 

number of nodes) and the load is sufficiently balzmced. The coarse-grain program 

degrades as the number of intervals decrecises. Consider, however, that the load 

may not always be sufficiently balanced even when using a large number of intervals 

(this is more likely with periodic curves). We carefully chose the interval length so 
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Nodes 1 2 4 8 

Filaments Time 73.6 49.7 35.2 31.3 

Filaments Speedup 0.95 1.40 1.98 2.24 

Coarse-Grain Time 70.1 46.7 37.3 34.9 

Coarse-Grain Speedup 1.00 1.50 1.87 2.01 

Sequential Time 70.0 

Table 5.20: Quicksort, 1,000,000 numbers (times in seconds). 

the load would be balanced. 

The real disadvantage of designing coarse-grain programs for divide-and-conquer 

applications is that each one is different. The next two sections will use different 

coarse-grain programs in order to get good performance. On the other hand, the 

fine-grain programs all have the same structure. 

5.4.7 Quicksort 

The fine-grain quicksort program is identical to its shared-memory counterpart. The 

coarse-grain program divides the array into p subarrays, one per node and sends one 

to each node. Each node quicksorts its subarray and sends it back to the master. 

The master then performs a p-way merge to obtain a sorted array. Note that this 

coarse-grain program is very different from that of adaptive quadrature. 

Table 5.20 shows that the results are not very good. The fine-grain program only 

gets a speedup of 2.24 on 8 nodes; the coarse-grain program performs even worse. 

The (theoretical) maximum speedup quicksort can attain on 8 nodes is only around 

5; neither program comes near that. The fine-grain program incurs many page 

transfers (and hence thrashing) as a result of load beJancing requests. The coaxse-

grain program incurs significant overhead to send the subarray to each node (and 

back), and the merge phase is entirely sequential. Quicksort is simply an application 

for which rezisonable speedup on distributed-memory machines is extremely difficult 
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to obtain. 

5.4.8 Binary Expression Trees 

The fine-grain fork/join program uses the distributed shared memory, unlike adap

tive quadrature where all the information is contained in the function parameters. 

The coarse-grain program is similar to the one described in Section 5.3.8, except 

that combining the intermediate results is done using messages. 

Table 5.21 contains the results of running the matrix expression program with 

70 by 70 matrices and a baJanced binary tree of height 7. The DF program causes 

majiy messages to be sent because (1) the parallelism begins from a single root 

filament and (2) data is acquired implicitly by page faults (which requires a request 

and a reply). There are much fewer messages in the coarse-grain program (a total 

of 2(p — 1) to transfer result matrices in the combining tree). Once again, this 

is a different coaxse-grain implementation than in either adaptive quadrature or 

quicksort. The fine-grain programs aje identical in structure. 

The maximum possible speedup that can be achieved for this application is 

limited by the tail-end load imbalance. In particular, near the top of the tree some 

nodes must remain idle. However, because the work doubles with each level of the 

tree, good speedup can still be achieved. For the problem tested, the maximum 

speedup is 3.85 and 7.06 on 4 and 8 nodes, respectively. The coarse-grain program 

performed very well while the fine-grain program performed adequately. 

5.4.9 Summary 

We have described the implementation (on distributed-memory machines) of 8 dif

ferent applications using fine- and coarse-grain parallelism. Performance of the DF 

programs were generally within 15% of their coarse-grain counterparts. As in the 

shared-memory case, this is acceptable run-time overhead, because now there axe 

two programming conveniences: fine-grain parallelism and a shaxed-memory pro

gramming model. 
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Nodes 1 2 4 8 

Filaments Time 92.2 54.0 28.1 17.5 

Filaments Speedup 1.00 1.71 3.28 5.26 

Coarse-Grain Time 90.7 47.9 25.4 14.1 

Coarse-Grain Speedup 0.99 1.92 3.63 6.53 

Sequential Time 92.1 

Table 5.21: Binary expression tree evaiuation, 70 x 70 matrices, tree of height 7 

(times in seconds). 

5.5 Performance of Adaptive Data Placement 

This section reports the performajice of Adapt on three programs: Jacobi iteration, 

LU decomposition, and pzirticle simulation. Jacobi iteration and LU decomposition 

are examples of applications in which a good data placement can be determined 

statically. Particle simulation, on the other hand, requires run-time support both 

to determine a good placement and possibly to change the placement during the 

computation. 

For each application we developed a program using Adapt. The baseline program 

is a Distributed Filaments (DF) [FLA94] program that uses a statically determined 

data placement because this isolates the cost of adaptive data placement. For each 

application we present the results of the DF program with the best statically deter

mined data placement and compare it to the Adapt program. We do not compute 

speedups in this section because we are only concerned about data placement; our 

focus is on how well Adapt performs compared to the baseline program. 

5.5.1 Jacobi Iteration 

Jacobi iteration is an example of an application that heis a nearest-neighbor com

munication pattern and a load that is perfectly balanced. Hence, the best data 

placement for this application is BLOCK, as all placements with less locality incur 
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Nodes 1 2 4 8 

Adapt 197 109 59.0 34.7 

Filaments (BLOCK) 197 108 56.5 32.1 

Filaments (BL0CKCYCLIC(iV/2P)) 197 110 60.1 36.3 

Table 5.22: Jacobi iteration, 512 x 512, e = 10"^, 100 iterations (times in seconds). 

more communication with no load-balancing benefit. 

The execution times for the three versions of Jacobi iteration are shown in Ta

ble 5.22. The Adapt program initially uses BLOCK by default; after recognizing 

nearest-neighbor communication, Adapt runs the bin-packing algorithm, which re

produces the BLOCK placement. (In some Ceises the bin-packing algorithm does not 

quite produce BLOCK, because small variances in row execution times lead to map

ping some nodes one more or one fewer row.) The difference between this program 

and the DF program that uses BLOCK is small because the placement Adapt chooses 

is virtually identical to the initial placement—remapping consumes very little (if 

any) time. As an example of the effects of excess communication, the DF pro

gram that uses BL0CKCYCLIC(A'^/2P) (2 contiguous groups of N'/2P rows mapped 

to each node) is significantly worse than the DF program that uses BLOCK due to 

the doubling of commimication overhead. 

5.5.2 LU Decomposition 

As noted in Section 5.3.3, LU decomposition is an example of an application in which 

the load is not balanced. The workload decreases by one row on each iteration and 

communication is constant over all data placements. For these reasons, the best 

data placement for this application is CYCLIC. 

The execution times for LU decomposition are shown in Table 5.23. The first 

program. Adapt BLOCK, initially uses a block placement. Near the beginning of the 

computation, the work is evenly balanced, as most rows are still active. Thus, after 
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Nodes 1 2 4 8 

Adapt (BLOCK) 547 315 180 118 

Adapt (CYCLIC) 547 295 170 111 

Filaments (CYCLIC) 544 293 168 109 

Table 5.23: LU decomposition, 800 x 800 (times in seconds). 

recognizing a broadcast communication pattern, Adapt uses a variable block place

ment. However, the system quickly detects tin imbalanced load, and re-enables the 

monitoring phase. At this point Adapt detects a decreasing workload aad changes 

to a striped placement. The second program. Adapt CYCLIC, initially uses a cyclic 

placement. The difference between Adapt BLOCK and the DF CYCLIC program is the 

cost of the extra page faults necessary to change the data placement at run time 

and the overhead of initially using a variable block placement. In the Adapt CYCLIC 

program, these overheads axe not present and the performance is very close to the 

DF program. 

5.5.3 Particle Simulation 

Our particle simulation program models the behavior of MP3D [McD88]. (The 

following explanation is paraphrased from the version in the SPLASH benchmark 

[PWG91].) MP3D solves rarefied fluid flow problems, studying the flow of molecules 

through a rectangular tunnel. Molecules move through the tunnel and at times 

collide with other molecules — the program computes their new locations using 

statistically determined probabilities. When exiting the tunnel, the molecules re

enter at the opposite end. The two main data structures are a three-dimensional 

space axray and a list of particles. Our version of particle simulation mimics the 

behavior of MP3D but is greatly simplified for experimental purposes. For example, 

we use a two-dimensional grid of space cells and paremieterize the movement of 

particles to facilitate experimentation. 
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Nodes I 2 4 8 

Adapt 69.4 40.1 29.8 23.5 

Filaments (BLOCK) 69.1 47.5 38.4 32.4 

Filaments (BL0CKCYCLIC(iV/2P)) 69.1 47.0 39.1 25.3 

Filaments (BL0CKCYCLIC(Ar/4P)) 69.1 48.5 34.2 26.2 

Filaments (BL0CKCYCLIC(iV/8P)) 69.1 46.5 39.3 42.6 

Table 5.24: Particle Simulation, load imbalanced, grid 64 x 64, 150 particles (times 

in seconds). 

Nodes 1 2 4 8 

Adapt 69.4 39.4 24.3 16.3 

Filaments (BLOCK) 69.1 38.7 22.1 14.6 

Table 5.25; Particle Simulation, load balanced, grid 64 x 64, 150 paxticles (times in 

seconds). 

We distribute the space array to the nodes eis in [MSH"'"95] (as opposed to dis

tributing the particles to the nodes), which increases particle locality. Each space 

cell contains a pointer to a list of particles contained in the cell. In each time step, 

the program updates the positions of each particle and collides particles that reside 

in the same grid cell. 

This application is representative of programs where a good data placement 

depends on information available only at run time ajid different placements might 

be better at different time steps of the computation. The amount of computation 

at each grid cell depends on how many particles are in that cell, and the initial 

distribution of the particles is read in at run time. Thus, static analysis cannot 

in general determine a good data placement. Furthermore, if particles cluster in 

certain regions of the grid, the data placement may need to change to balance the 
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load better. 

We impleuieuted two versions of our particle simulation program. In the first, 

the application tended to move the particles to the upper region of the grid". Ta

ble 5.24 shows the execution times for this program. The Adapt version performs the 

best in this case, because when more particles cluster near the top, Adapt remaps 

the space array to balance the number of particles (for this particular program 

Adapt performed three remappings). We tested several DF progreims with differ

ent data placements; using larger block sizes exacerbates the load imbalance, and 

using smaller block sizes causes excess communication®. None of the DF programs 

perform as well as the Adapt version, which uses a variable block placement. 

In the second version, the particles do not cluster. Hence, as expected a sim

ple BLOCK placement works well. As with the Jacobi iteration results, the Adapt 

program runs slightly slower due to the overhead of monitoring (see Table 5.25). 

5.5.4 Summary 

We have shown that programs using Adapt are competitive with programs using a 

statically determined data placement. Furthermore, when the chajacteristics of an 

application change during execution, Adapt can change placements. This can give 

better performance than any statically determined placement. When the wrong 

initial placement is chosen, the performance of Adapt is respectable. Adapt is 

best used in concert with a compiler that does just enough analysis to recognize 

very regular problems (such as Jacobi iteration and LU decomposition). For more 

difficult problems (such as particle simulation) the compiler would defer to Adapt. 

5.6 Detailed Analysis 

This section first provides a detailed analysis of the cost (or benefit) of several 

Filaments mechanisms. We study fine-grain parallelism, pruning, back-and-forth 

^The clustering of particles is not contrived and can occur in practice [Har64]. 
®The programs using very small blocks can cause so many messages that the network bandwidth 

is exceeded, slowing the program down even more than expected. 
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Program Time 

Filament/point (no coarsening) 271 

Filament/row (no coarsening) 196 

Fileiment/node (no coarsening) 192 

Filament/point (implicit coarsening) 197 

Sequential 191 

Table 5.26: Cost of fine-grain parallelism on a single node in Jacobi iteration, 512 x 

512 (times in seconds.) 

scheduling, implicit communication, and multithreading. Then we show the effect 

of combining several Distributed Filaments mechanisms by comparing a Jacobi it

eration program that makes all decisions at run-time to a program that malces all 

decisions statically. 

Table 5.26 uses Jacobi Iteration to show just the cost of fine-grain parallelism. 

Programs using three different granularities are shown. Because the work per fil

ament is very small (only a handful of instructions), using a filament per point is 

very expensive when execution of filaments is not optimized. In particular, the fil

ament per point program on one node is 42% slower than a sequential program. 

This overhead is largely due to the inability of the compiler to perform the same 

optimizations on the fine-grain program as the coarse-grain program. The overhead 

decreases as the work per filament increases, but the potential parallelism, and con

sequently the flexibility, decreases. However, with implicit coarsening, the Filaments 

program with a filament per point is only 3% slower than the sequential program. 

As mentioned several times, pruning limits parallelism by using procedure calls 

instead of creating, managing, and synchronizing filaments. Table 5.27 shows the 

effect of pruning in Fibonacci. When using a reasonable pruning threshold (less than 

100), the Filaments program performs very well compared to a sequential program. 

However, as the threshold grows, more time is wasted due to parallel overhead. 
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Pruning threshold Time 

1 7.34 

5 7.33 

100 7.51 

1000 8.75 

30000 18.68 

50000 325.6 

Sequential Program 7.05 

Table 5.27: Pruning in Fibonacci, n = 32 (times in seconds) 

Problem Size Regular scheduling Back-and-forth scheduling 

200 X 200 43.2 41.5 

300 X 300 105 95.8 

Table 5.28: Back-and-forth execution in Jacobi iteration (times in seconds) 

When filament patterns cannot be optimized, back-ajid-forth scheduling (exe

cuting filaments in reverse order on each iteration) can provide a surprisingly large 

improvement. This scheduling results in better usage of the cache. Table 5.28 shows 

that this provides a 4% improvement on a 200 x 200 Jacobi iteration program and 

almost 9% on 300 x 300 program. 

Table 5.29 shows the cost of implicit communication in Jacobi iteration. We 

compare a coarse-grain explicit message-passing program to a coarse-grain Filaments 

program. Thus there is no overhead due to fine-grain execution. In both programs, 

each node updates a strip of the matrix in a 2-dimensional for loop. The primaxy 

difference between the two programs is that the Filaments program uses a DSM 

for (implicit) communication, which means additional overhead relative to explicit 

communication—a page fault, request message, and page service. Furthermore, with 
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Nodes I 2 4 8 

Coarse-grain, no overlap (sec) 191 98.1 52.6 33.3 

Filaments, one per node (sec) 192 98.5 53.8 33.5 

Table 5.29: Test of cost of implicit communication in Jacobi iteration, 512 x 512 

(times in seconds.) 

the write-invalidate protocol, it is necessaxy to send invalidation messages when 

shared data is updated. Therefore, for each message in the coarse-grain program, 

there is a page fault and four messages (page request, page reply, invcilidate, and 

invalidate acknowledgement) in the Filaments program. This overhead is obviously 

dependent on the application; in Jacobi iteration with a reasonably large matrix, 

the difference is not too large—most nodes send two messages on each iteration, a 

small cost compared to the massive amount of computation^. 

The Filaments package uses multithreading to overlap communication and com

putation; Table 5.30 shows the benefit. The non-overlapping Filaments program 

uses a single pool, which means it is single-threaded. The overlapping Filaments 

program uses 3 pools: one for the top row, one for the bottom row, and the third 

for interior rows. (All filaments in each of the first two pools reference the same 

remote page.) This achieves the maximal overlap, mitigating all wire and response 

time due to page faults, because there is suflBcient work in the interior of the matrix. 

Overlapping results in a 10% improvement on eight nodes. 

Table 5.31 shows the effect (using Jacobi iteration) of making all decisions at 

run time in Jacobi iteration versus making all decisions statically. The Filaments 

Adapt program uses implicit coarsening, implicit communication, implicit overlap, 

and run-time (adaptive) data placement. The static program uses one process per 

node, explicit message parsing, explicit overlap, and a statically determined data 

placement. Even with the multiple overheads present in the Filaments Adapt pro-

®The eight-node test does not show as much overhead as the two- and four-node tests; this is 
an anomaly we cannot explain. 
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Nodes 1 2 4 8 

Non-overlapping 197 101 55.8 33.5 

Overlapping 197 101 54.1 30.2 

Table 5.30: Overlapping communication and computation in Filaments in Jacobi 

iteration, 512 x 512 (times in seconds.) 

Nodes 1 2 4 8 

Static 191 98.1 51.7 29.0 

Filaments Adapt 197 109 59.0 34.7 

Table 5.31: Implicit decisions versus static decisions in Jacobi iteration, 512 x 512 

(times in seconds.) 

gram, its performance is still within 20% of the static program. We believe this is an 

acceptable overhead. Moreover, system designers can choose to use some (but not 

all) of our implicit mechanisms, reducing the overhead if necessary. As an analogy, 

using a high-level language and a compiler surely can result in a 20% (or more) 

overhead compared to programming in eissembly language, but (for the most part) 

programmers use high-level languages due to the large savings in programming time. 

5.7 Summary 

This chapter discussed the performance of Filaments in detail. We have shown that 

fine-grain parallelism and run-time decision making are efficient; in most cases the 

Filaments and Adapt programs were within 15% of the baseline programs. Quite 

often the difference v/as less than that, and in some cases—when run-time decision 

making can lead to better decisions—the Filaments and Adapt programs outper

formed the bciseline programs. 

The Filaments package cannot remove all overheads. Some are inherent to our 
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approach, such as determining communication and data placement at run time. 

This is the price for a simpler interface. The package does, however, use the implicit 

coarsening, pruning, and macro optimizations to remove many potential overheads. 

These include creating and switching between filaments, using extra memory, ac

cessing reduction variables, and losing potential optimizations. Removing these 

overheads allow Filaments programs to be competitive with baseline programs. 



CHAPTER 6 

Summary and Futm*e Work 

The great promise of parallel computing is that using several processors to solve a 

single problem can provide significant speedup, enabling new problems to be solved. 

Unfortunately, this ideal has gone largely unmet due to the difficulties of writing 

simple, portable, and efficient parallel programs. The current state of the art can 

be improved; computational scientists axe expected to rewrite existing parallel pro

grams for new parallel machines. They axe also often expected to solve difficult 

problems. These include finding parallelism, synchronizing and communicating, 

and placing data—in addition to writing modular, efficient sequential programs. In 

particular, communicating between processes and placing data in the memories of 

nodes are only necessary when programming parallel machines. 

This current state has led computational scientists to write low-level, nonportable 

code to obtain the most efficient programs. Newer and more powerful parallel ma

chines are constantly emerging, but computational scientists often cannot take full 

advantage of them. Alternatively, some scientists use parallel compilation tools, 

but these provide poor performance for programs that are not amenable to static 

analysis. Or perhaps most often, computational scientists stay with what works: 

efficient sequential programs. 

This dissertation heis proposed a framework that can improve the current state 

of the art in parallel computing. The framework involves pushing much of the 

complexity of parallel computing into a run-time system called Filaments, which 

is portable between shared- and distributed-memory machines and is efficient com

pared to hand-coded programs^ Filaments uses two key abstractions: fine-grain 

parallelism and a shared-memory programming model. Fine-grain parallelism allows 

'We are currently working on making Filaments freely available. 
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paxaJlelism to be specified in terms of the application rather than the architecture. 

The shared-memory programming model allows a processor to access any data ele

ment, just as in sequential programs. This was the focus of Chapters 2 and 3, which 

were derived from [FLA94, LFA96|. Filaments also places data dynamically at run 

time, which allows programmers and compilers to ignore this diflBcult problem. This 

wcis the focus of Chapter 4, which was derived from [LA95, LA96]. 

The Filaments package provides a pareillel programming model where the pro

grammer or compiler must specify only the parallelism, synchronization between 

processes, and sequential parts of the code. Furthermore, the efficient fine-grain par

allelism provided by Filaments simplifies the specification of parallelism, as small, 

independent units of work need not be clustered into laxger-grain processes. 

The overhead of Filaments programs is generally low compared to baseline pro

grams (e.g., coarse-grain parallel programs on multiprocessors). The performance 

of fine-grain Filziments programs is typically within 10% of coarse-grain parallel 

programs. Fine-grain parallelism makes it easier to overlap of communication and 

computation in our distributed shared memory, because there are many indepen

dent concurrent units of work available. This overlap reduces the overhead of the 

shajed-memory model to (generally) about 5% compared to a program where all 

communication is statically programmed. Finally, adaptive data placement per

forms competitively with static data placements. Using Adapt leads to performance 

that is within 15% in the worst case, but performs significantly better on adaptive 

applications where making decisions at run time are necessary for good performance. 

Programs using all of the Filaments mechanisms generally perform within 20% of 

programs that make all decisions statically, which is a reasonable overhead. Further

more, Filaments can support both regular and adaptive applications and performs 

better than static methods on the latter. The overhead of Filaments is acceptable 

given the savings in programming (or compiler-implementation) time. As a analogy, 

using a compiler has an overhead relative to writing an assembly language program, 

but compilers axe almost always used. 

There are many open research problems related to Filaments. For example, 
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techniques used in Filaments are applicable to other areas of computer science. 

Minimizing communication and balancing load are critical in distributed systems. 

For example, in a striped network file system, there are some number of storage 

servers that serve clients. When storing a smail file in these systems, there is a 

tradeoff between spreading the file evenly across servers zmd placing the whole file 

on one server. The techniques used in Adapt could potentially be used to reorganize 

the structure of file layout at run time to best match the specific environment. 

Fine-grain parallelism is important in network protocol processing. A perfor

mance improvement may result from parallelizing the processing of a packet eis it 

traverses protocol layers. Network researchers currently parallelize at the packet 

granularity because fine-grain parallelism has too much overhead. The efficient fine-

grain parallelism provided by Filaments may enable intra-packet parallelization. 

The techniques used in Adapt could be extended to handle an increasingly popu

lar machine configuration: heterogeneous clusters of workstations. Instead of giving 

each machine roughly the same amount of work, Adapt could give faster machines 

more work to keep the load balanced. This could be accomplished by assigning 

each machine a weight based on its computational power and then executing the 

(current) Adapt algorithm. 

Currently the Filaments package is used as a subroutine library that is linked 

with sequential C code. An integrated parallel programming language would be a 

better way to specify applications. The language should be simple, only requiring 

the programmer to discover parallelism—which needs to be considered at program 

development time. The compiler will translate the language to Filaments code, 

which will cillow programs to be relatively easy to compile. In particular, the com

piler will use only standard dataflow analysis, with no complex dependence analysis. 

The resulting executables will also be portable and eflBcient because of the use of 

the Filaments package. 

Finally, in computer science it is quite difficult to make accurate comparisons 

between programs. Unpredictable code generation, register allocation, and memory 

layout made comparing Filaments and baseline programs difficult. For example. 
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at times the compiler optimized the fine-grain program and not the coarse-grain 

program, leading to better performance in the fine-grain program. Performance 

should be somewhat worse for the programs using fine-grain parallelism, as this is the 

price for the much simpler interface. Experimental methods are better understood 

in other sciences; some of their methods should be applied to computer systems 

experimentation. 
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